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THE LE GER & TIME

SECTION ONE
Six Pages
•

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY

New Series No. 614

WEEK

•
Va.

1

Fair to Its Readers-Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon February 2, 1939

Troop 45 Prepares Program COUNTY COMMITTEE •
For National Scout Week EXPLAINS SET-UP
FOR 1939 PROGRAM
Ralph Wear Leads Rain Still Falls;

Traffic Safety: A Growing Problem

1.An a year in Calloway
$
s'" Marshall, Graves, Hen..
ry and Steuart Counties.
qn a year elsewhere asi
$1.*•'"
the State of Kentucky.

An

a year to any address
t9
`1,"'•%"." other than above,

1.4
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,
0•10M1•01
0•11

DEATIK ILLNESi, old Epidemic Widespread;
HARASS RESIDENTS School Attendance Falls Off
OF __HAZEL SECTION Spring Semester
•County Physician

EDITORIAL
The City of Murray enjoys one of the lowest automobile accident
rates in comparison with towns of comparative size throughout Kentucky', load investigation kias revealed.
regulators, civic groups, safety organizations-but
City traffic
more than any of them the car operators themselves-deserve and hereHas Large Number
Baptist Missionary Society is
ACP Payments in General with receive our heartiest congratteations..
of Enrollees Now
School
Entertained;
Are Reduced From 1938
ill dispute the obvious fact that facilities
Notiethstanding, no
Given
Are
Notes
Says
Report
Figures,
Southern California Shivers Under
. petty iticreased traffic constitute a quite
for taking care of., Mur
One of the largest spring seMountain Blasts; Colder Here
•
eventually be solved.
'
at,
mester enrollments at Murray
current problefe .which
WOMANLESS WEDDING
Tonight Is Prediction
COTTON IS STILL
Weather Has Conriguted
State College. was in prospect
The sooner'a satisfactiary solution is reached, the more quickly will
Joint Program of Murray
HAS BEEN POSTPONED today as officials reported a to,
QUOT
SALES
UNDER
'Flu
To Spread of/
avoid.'
to
difficult
lesi
be
hazards
SunChurches to be Held
Rain was still falling more or
tal of more - than 900 already
In Couryty
Presently, the most apparent problem is one of parking. In the
day Afternoon
of
less steadily here this morning,wife
Cochran
Zora
Bell
Mrs.
After a meeting at Princeton
have registered. The number is
city, parking space even for weekly business and social callers in Irvan Cochran, died Monday morna dreary, melancholy chilling drizSoil
a substantial increase over preA widesprear14pidemic of colds
Ralph Wear, leader .of Boy zle-just as it did all through the Tuesday in which Government
Double parking induces in every ing at her home in Croesland halinadequate.
notoriously
is
Murray
Conservation •officials explained in
vious corresponding semesters. and influenza
, that reached its
'
Scout Troop No. 45 in Calloway night..
,
causes,
accident
of
most
the
prolific
of
one
traffic,
lowing a‘few days' illness of pneudetail the 1939 ACP program, I case. congested
Had it not been for inclement
peak in Ceelosvey county Monday,
county, announced today the proRain Sunday and Sunday night
Third,
North
Fourth, monia. She was 67 years old, and
_ On..Sateirday afternoons, Main street, North
•zeported by _Counter
'reported
weather and sickness, Dr. Richtoday .w
gram his troop will follow in its brought colder weather' -Fronde), County Committeemen Buel EdI
so crowded with cars seeking parking space a member of the Baptist church
Physicert J. A. Outland to be
mond said, the number would
celebration .February 5-11 - of the and Tuesday, but it did allow to- munds, Q. D.-Wiles" and W. E. and North Fifth streets are
undey'controL
announced Wednesday the and passageways they afford a constant menace to continued safety at Oak Grove, Tenn. She is stirhave exceeded 1,000.
National Scout Week.
bacco to come somewhat more in Dick
vived by her husband and three
As many as 60 per cent of the
National Scout Week is sched- order. Snow flurries feU Monday outstanding changes over the 1938 in driving.
Classworlt began at the colPaschall,
Dave
Mrs.
daughters,
unty's high school students were
uled February 8-14, but conflicts and Tuesday. Rainfall Sunday and program.
The remarkable thing is that thus far no serious acciaents have
lege Tuesday, notwithstanding
and Miss Clesin dates forced the Murray Troop Monday totaled 2.55 inches.
Whereas last year one acre of happened. Perhaps the splendid
of city officers in reducing the Mrs. Olen Sheridan
prevalence of colds and ines absent on Monday, Supt. T. C.
sie Cochran: two- sons,- George and
Arnett announced today. He said
to move up its celebration.
fluenza which keet many ,e1
In Chicago, the heaviest allow on Japan clover alone served as one amount of fast traffic has been largely instrumental in discouraging
morning none of the schools
Noah Cochran, all of the county;
this
The five Murray churches will record buried the city under moun- unit, the 1939 ruling provides that
attending4esthe students_ from
unsafe driving.
be closed since the epiwould
one brother, John Loviour, of Gleacooperate Sutidey afternoon in a tains of drifts, and traffic was two acres of Jap will Constitute
now
isor
sions, but attendance
We know, too, few local drivers operate cars while .under the in- son, Tenn.
demic appeared to be receding,
joint program sponsored by the paralyzed. Ice and snow hovered a unit, unless the crop is planted
more or less normal, 'college
fluence of drink.
Not especially virulent, the conThe -funeral was held from the
Scouts at the First Christian over Manhattan's cold shoreline. with red-top and timothy.
officials said today.
tagion is rather more discomfortAll of these contribute to safety. But we must have more than that. Oak Grove Baptist church Tues._ church, and at which the Girl
Southern California this morning
ACP payment on tobacco for
Regular college athletics will
ing than it is dangerous. It beScout troop of Murray. under the was shivering under its ccldest 1939 decreased from $1.53 per hun- No matter what provisions may henceforth come, some accidents will day afternoon with the Rev. Hobert
continue, with a
comes dangerous if the subject
.leadership of Mrs. Franklin P. wave of the Season, with tempera- dred pounds to $1.40 per hundred, occur, because no restriction can make them altogether unavoidable.
Miller officiating and the Puryear
e health building
in
scheduled
fails to take care of himself.
Inglis. and the Young Business tures dropping below the 27 de- and the penalty was set at 2 cents
Lumber Company in charge of the
The idea is to reduce the dangers' of driving to a minimum.
e Tech tonight at
with Teen
Damp changeable weather ha$
Men's Club; sponsor of the local gree mark and citrus grpwers' hav., buriaLMurray is a growing town, modern, energetic, youthful in its yell)
pound of the normal yield for
per
Thoroughbreds
The
8 o'clocks
contributed to the spread of the
scouts, will be -guests of honor.
ing to sit up-all night with smudge the farm for each acre in excess age. Its provisions for its motor-going public should keep step with
meet 7.47estern Saturday night
Ids', Dr. Outland said.
All other Murray civic groups fires to prevent their fruit frqm
On account of so much sickness
.arui mar
f the allotment up to 110 per cept Ate
privress.- ,
"At' Kirksey high school, 120 stue
at 9dwling Green.
will be invited guest.'----'----play,
One of the he
the
Raze'
around
freezing.
and
th
dents were absent Monday. Tueas
There are things to be done!
Charles Farmer, former Scout snowfalls in years fell on the of the total allotment,
eWomanlese Weddlagf__hAs been
If, however, the excess exceeds
day sbowed a somewhat better atand Scout leader and now high Santa Monica mountains, and snow
postponed
tendance with 90 present. Sevenschool instructor in music here, this morning was falling on Me 119.,s per cent, 8 cents per pound
s' ----will be charged for each additional
•-v were absent from Lynn drove
will start the program • with a Mojave desert.
Mrs. Johnny Hodge entertained
School reuesday. Murray
pound produced , in acreage over
piano relude. The Rev. A. V.
The prediction -fee the weather
the Hazel Baptist Missionary- Soe sted more than 100 absent Mons
Havens, pastor of the First Chris- here was somewhat Folder tonight; the 110 per 'cent.
ciety at her home east cif Hazel
tian. church, will give the call to possibly rain Friday afternoon or .payment for cotton will be 2
Thursday, January 26 with an oldA bensfit banquet and ball for
worship, to be followed by. the night. Colder Saturday and. Sun- cents per pound, whereas last year
fashioned quilting. Mrs.-Hodge had
She infantile paralysis campaignit was 2.4 cents. The deduction
doxology and the invocation, and day.
e Robert Usrey, Western Kentucky
two quilts in and at 10 o'clock the Total of 141,155 Pounds Sell Dur- scheduled at the college for MonThe audience led by a choir comfor over-sales of cotton, which is
ing Week; Seasons Total
Rural Electric Corporation project
day night-was called off at the
visitors were there ready for quiltposed of members of the different
still -under marketing quota adIs. 491388
superintendent, announced Monday
suggestion of President Richmond
ing and at 4 'o'clock they were
Churches will sing "Follow the
justment, is 4 cents per pound of
the cooperative has begun negowho said he felt the weather wits
taken out of the frames.
Gleam'.
lint. Payment also is in terms .of
With yesterday's 52,970 pounds of too incleroent to riek the spread
Wiens with the Kentucky-Tennesdinner.
old-fashioned
an
noon
At
. After the Rev.. J. Mack Jenk'
lint
tobacco sold on Murray loose leaf of colds at such a time.
see Light & Power Company to
served eri the old-fashioned way,
ins, pastor of the First Methodist
Five dollars per acre will be defloors and averaging $7.93 when
More than 20 persons at that
was served.
church, has read from the scrip- Son of Mrs. Willie Wells of Almo ducted this year from the total furnish current for its lines at
$4,202.85 cae into the pockets time were confined in Wells Hall
wholesale rates, and said meter bids
dish
covered
a
carried
lady
Eh
tures and led in prayer, the Murof grcwers. the week since last
payment on acreages classified as will be effected February 4.
Has Taught in School Near
but all cases are now
ray College men's 'quartet, under
-toi`put with the good things Mrs. Wednesday saw an average of $7.70 with flu,
Lexington for 9 Years
soil depleting which are in exAll classes were
control.
under
restEthridge,
PutC.
E.
said
Usrey
R.
L.
Prof.
of
direction
toall
the
'Hodge had prepared which
on. 141,355 pounds of tobacco sold, held.
eess of the allotment. Soil-deplete
dent engineer, has begun preparenam, will give special music. The
gether made a lovely table of Of this amount, farmers received
Auburn J. Wells, son of Mrs. ing allotment, generally, may
It was Dr: Cheland's advise that
tion for the immediate staking of
troop members Will then be pre- Willie Wells of Almo. was elected
everything good to eat.
$11.062.46.
figured on the basis of the acrepersons with colds nee expose
lines, radiating outward from a
sented by Scoutelaster Wear after this week as principal of the
Isela
Mrs.
were:
present
Those
the
brought
sales
week's
This
cotton plus 20 center in Graves county to sup'themselves too freely nOr become
he has been introduced by; Chair- Athens High School. an institution age of tobacco and
I
Wilson, Mrs. Ella Mayer. Mrs. A. average for the season thusfar up 'chilled'
or wet. He emphasized
acres.
Twelve
man Cannon Graham.
plementary lines of the coopersCooper, tp $6.19 per hundred and increased i
Annie
Mrs.
Howley,
M.
in which he has taught for the
danger in influenza's develop.the
small
for
.under
use
Phosphate
Scout
the
and
'Scouts will then present
Marshall,
in
tive
Calloway,
to..
Martha
sold
Mrs.
401.8814.
pounds
years.
B..Milstead,
toted
W.
**
Mrs.
nine
last
giwos,ourchasecl _through. -.O.C.Psf
fifento_krieuill0a49- _
pjgjd_4t.- L. "Pete':
*.Algive
'
-Mrs. Farmers- -ft...rec.-haze _received aaeOrtits princiiiiirship &lame effective provisions, will be charged for
'
at
Gillespie, who elle" be in charge Vances- Mrirlit
The Reverend Mr. Havens will Wednesday
crop.
their
for
$30.461.53
The principal whom
basis
of
a
on
total
let
Perry,
Contract has been
of the Baptist student Bible insti- Grace Wilson, Miss Eva
f $60 per ton but if used
t
deliver the sermon, taking for hi'S he succeeds had recigned the po- the
Last night's rain and Sunday's /
of copper and copper-weld wire tute which begins here Sunday. Mrs. W. H. Miller, Mrs. 0. B. Turnunder legumes the fost is reduced
subject -The Boy in the Temple". sition.
moist and relatively warm atmosa
is
type
latter
Ray,
The
Clara
Neely,
I.
construction.
H.
Mrs.
bow,
presminister,
is
Baptist
Gillespie,
At its conclusion, the audience will
Auburn. a graduate of Murray to $30 per ton.
steel core copper conductor, de- ently Steer/ secretary of Baptist Edith Paschall, Mrs. Jack New- phere aided many farmers in
sing "Take' My Life", and the State College. received the ratfor strength in facilitating student Work and is himself an port, Mrs. Hazel Farley Jenkins. taking more tobacco down fleets
signed
Scout troop will then renew its ing of best all-around man when
strands between poles, con- enrollee' of the Souther) Baptist Mrs. David Valentine, and the the. barns.
long
Bob Marshall, 66, who died Suns,
oath.
rs. S. S. Turnbow,
He was a
he was graduated.
tributing to a tower contrectual frtieo ical Seminary a
Louis- hostess, Mrs. Hodge.
day afternoon after a year's illBefore the benediction, two reels member of the football, basketball.
of
problems
decreasing
bid and
ness. was buried Monday afterof boy scout film will be-shown. baseball. and track teams, and did
pole-setting and construction.
'
noon at Old Salem cemetery.
one featuring "Boy Scouts in India,
The fifth grade of Hazel High
creditably in either.
'•r
Elder Paul Poyner conducted
Miss Norma • Waggoner, a stu
and the other "Islam in Egypt".
school feels it has been. 'slighted
An excellent athlete, he com- Had Lived with Daughter, Mrs.
at 1 01d Salem
funeral services
:Wear requested all his v.-outs to bines his Grecian physical .prowess
dent et Murray State College,
its
having
year
not
by
whole
the
Murray
Minnie Doran Near
Primitive Baptist church. Mr. Marbe at the church by- 4:30 Sunday with wonderful scholastic talent.
employed this week by the pop-'
other
Every
paper.
the
in
news
For Last 12 Years
shall was a member of the 'Old
afternoon to make arrangements
erative as bookkeeper and/Stenograde has been in the paper.
e
Shiloh Primitive Baptist churcb.
for the program. The Troop will
grapher.
VolWilson,
Jane
McLean,
H.
A.
Mrs. Mollie Turnbow, 84, died
Survivals are a sister, Miss Fangive a demonstration at the Train,,
)
Usrey said lines in Grer4s count.
ene Clayton have beenein the.hon- Record to Date is Eight
Friday at tPle home of her daugh- a/Quid be energized before the close
Marshall. Paducah, and a
nie
ing School at 9:30 Monday mornfor er- roll every month and probably
_CertifleAtes
Honer
Giving
of
Wins and Two Defeats;
ter, Mrs. -Minnie Doran, on the of March. The prbject involves
broth-et, Humphreys Marshall, Paing during chapel, and the same
and Kirksey Area some others. Those making honor
Craps
Cover
Hope to Better It
Mayfield road. She had been in
ducah. There are two nieces, Mrs.
TuAday morning at the Murray
more than 200 Miles of line, 65
'Demonstrations Are Featured
roll this month are Volene Clayfailing health for some months.
Noble Gish and -Mrs. WilTard
high school.
/and an REA loan
county
this.
in
tons-A. H. McLeon, and Jane WilPlaying consistent but not spec- Douthitt.
J. B. Hardeman. Church of
throughout the week of Feb- Count is Tied at Half at 8-8, But
Calloway
$200,000.
'more that?
Prof. George Roberts. soils and son'
tacular ball. Murray' high school
Christ minister, conducted funeral of
Active pallbearers were Jim
ruary 8-14, national radio chains ......_ Frosh Move Ahead in
by June
crops specialist from the Universlambasted the Mayfield Cardinals Strader, Freeman Fitts. Bob Fosservices at Antioch in Graves coun- farmers will have light
and systems will dedicate their
Benefit Game
ity of Kentucky, will address
The Rev. and Mrs. J. H...Thur- here Tuesday night 37-22, to tun ter. Cordis Fair, L. Robertson, and
ty • Saturday, and burial followed the superintendent said.
pregame to the Boy Scours of
Mrs.
Honorary
farmers three times here next mon and Mrs. Amanda Wilite of their string of victories to 8 in 10 Lawton Alexander.
America.
MAYFIELD, 'Ky., Feb. 2-It in the Antioch cemetery.
week. appearing _first Monday Murray were in Hazel Friday, af- games.
were C.,11,1.ee. H. F... Elliott, R. B.
took the freshman' basketeers from Turnbow's husband, the late S. S.
afternoon at 1:30 to discuss- cover ternoon
Murray was never "in danger Parker, Will Starks. T. M. Fain,
relatives and
visiting
Murray State College to snap Heath Turnbow. died 12 years ago.
crops ited their usages to 63 friends.
Survivals are four soils.. J. T.
ft-cm the opening whistle, jumping Will Chester, John Heuston, Boar.
high school's unbroken string Clete
farmers who sewed their entire
Mrs. R. It Hicks was in Mur- into a comfortable. lead which it den Swann. .Bget. Sexton. and Ida
victories and hand the high-pow'., Fred, and Pat Turnbow, of Grave
cover
to
1938
cultivated land in
was content to add to leisurely as Lee Ballance.
ered Pirates their first defeat this county, and Ed Turnbow. Pa
ray Saturday visiting relatives
ogCaptain
crops-a total of 1.450 acres. - • ' _ _Tom Turnbow and Bradford the
game . progressed.
_se397h. 35 to 17, here Monday- can; two sisters. Mrs. Asher
Wedhere
was
received
Ilfokd
ers Teicas.-and- Mrs. JVIirmie'Soren,
At the_ _close of, the lecture. Armstrong were' In Paducah Sat- Heron West was high point man
Sans-Mrs.
'of
death
the
of
nesday
for Murray with 14 markers.
The game, played in 'the new Murray: three brothers. L9ü How- mie Stewart, past middle-age, who County Agent J. "T•TMehran will urday on business.
-Sohn Adams, for four years
The Tigers will meet Fulton here
Mayfield hieh gymnasium, was for ard. Fulton, Will Howard. Brown's died of eomplications at her home._ issue certificates of honor to the
Rogers of
Fart
Mrs.
and
Mr.
clerk
_grocery
,..enterprising you
,Friday night et_7:317 and will be'
.*arrl....Cali_
43
the- honor list,on
4he. benutit of the_national...intan, Grav.e.-andJeweil Jf.i.3
in--Hazel
are
vine,
-Term.,
'Slim
lir
counts'
TriggMacey.
'in
five
in -Murray and -fop
In a basketball game .Hazel
tile paralysis fund and was Wit- fornia: end one, sistet, Mrs-Mary Tuesday..
and Tuesday even- visit Mrs. Rogers' parents, Mr. and host Saturday night to Ted SanMonday
On
Murray
the
months an employe at
ford's -net squad from Carrollton, Saturday
night, Brewers high
nessed by approximately 1.000 per- Landrum, Benton./Also surviving
Funeral services were held Wed- ings at 7 o'clock, Professor Roberts Mrs. Guy Caldwell.
Food Market, was promoted this sons. Estimates indicated that pro- are a number cfegrand- and great-Ky. Bsth games will be of much' school barely eked out a 20-19 win
farmer's of the Kirkaddress
will
„ill
and
quite
at
is
Senator
Dick
John
Gracey.
Mrs.
at
nesday
the
of
tveek to the managership
interest to Murray fans, since Fulwould grandchildren./
en overtime period over the
ceeds given • the fund
Mrs.,T. 0. Turner, brother-in-law sey and Blakely communities re- the home of her datight‘, Mrs. ton is a conference foe-anch•ear- in
store upon the resignation of Earl amount to between $200 and $250.
Hazel netrnen.
The
crops.
and
soils
on
spectively
woman„,
Miller.
deceased
the
to
and
Mavis
sister
Douglas, who resigned the post to
rollton is coached by a rainit-InBrewers led 6..2..a,t the end of
The tilt was closely contested
meetings will be held with referJohn Victor. of Puryear, Tenn.,
attended the rites.
CKAR/ED WITH FORGERY
become a salesman for Model during the first hare which ended
the Kirksey Area Soil was in Hazel Tuegday on business. structor at Murray high school, "-the quarter and 10-7 at the half,
to
ence
are
survivors
Stewart's
Mrs.
Mills, MceCenzie, Tenn.
the , Training School. and Murray but Hazel held a 15-12 lead at the
with the store tied 8-6 after MurMr. and Mrs. C. Wilson spent
Lorsbn Holland, about 25, Tobac- Malcolm Ladd, Portsmouth. Ohio. Demonstrations, only experiments
Douglas. Who made many friends ray held the Pirates scoreless in
College. Sanford now is eteleetn- close of the third period. At the
which-4
Kentucky.
ie.
kind
their
of
Mr.
of
home
pity
.the
by.
in
Ladd.
the
C.
Cerulean,
Monday
A.
week-end.
Rev.
the
and
arrested
ding the two.years.he was man- the first quarter and led 4-0 at its co.,/was
tendent of, Carrollton schools..,, Both close of the regular playing period,
have been progressing since 1936
ager of the local store and prior end. But in the third period the officers on a charge he foaged Rob brothers; and Mrs. T. 0. Turner, under the direction of Assistant and Mrs. Bob Overcast, scutheast games-Will, begin at rt:30.
the score was 18-18.
he
Hazel.
which
Lola
Goodwin,
Mrs.
and
of
check
Murray.
Holland said
to that when he worked whh frosh began shooting from all, Lamb's name to a
Comb 1-Preston
•
Lineups:
and
Cromwell
Kelly
Agent
County
confined
is
T.
0.
Weetherford
Hcpkins'ville, sisters.
his father at Lynn Grove. will have ahgles and worked up a 20 to 10 passed at a local cafe.
today his players were much bet- Brewers_
Hazel 19
'Edmonds.
W.
Buell
illwith
west
in
Hazel
home
his
to
Calloway, Marshall, McCracken. wive/U.10 as the stenza clpsed.
ter from colds. The Tigers_ play
Alton 9
.
ness.
A trial of 1,81
Fayette county 4-SI -club mem-Graves counties in Kentucky, and They conenued their sharpshoot- e'Reffdersoh "CR- club- members
New Concord next Tuesday night. Smith 7Owen
Mr. and Mrs: Audry Simmons
and•phosphated in the Kirka portion of Henry county in Ten- ing in the final quarter for a de- have 'had their calves insured to bers reported an average profit -of
They refused a bid to meet Cal- ?defiler 5
C . • Scruggs 4
protect groups - advancing_ !money $20.16 on their beef' calves last sey Area demonstration since it Sod Mrs. W. B. -Milstead were in vert City in a preliminary bout
nessee as a part of' his territory., cisive vigtory.
Littleton
Thweatt 2
.(Continued on PagiTi9o)
year.
.•
was established in 1936.
for them.'
to the Purehase-Pennyrile game Chester - •
Dunn
G
- In the preliminary game. Sedalia
illHolland,
to
according
because,
Substitutions, Brewers. Burd 2.
defeated SyMsOnia 24 to 18.
and
team
the
ness had weakened
Reed 1; Hazel. Oliver 2. Cochran
Heath 17
M. Frosh 35 Pos,
he ,,did not thipk it wise to play 4.
F" Cathey 6
-2
"
CI
succession.
In
the boys two nights in
Referee, O'Dell, Murray Slate.
Lamb 4
Gish 8'
The lineups:
,
Canup 4
C
Foster 6
Mayfield 22
Pos,
Murray 37
L. Hill 1
Daniel Van Voorhis, command- 4.saines 2
G
_
Anderson 7
„
West 14
Roth 2
G.
ing Major General of the U. S. Vincent 2
Russell 3
F
Fair 2
Substitutions-Murray: Owens 4,
• 1 Army, requested today the cooper• Griffin 7
C
Gardner 9
ation of newspapers, American Fahr 2. Clark 3, Rushing 1, Byron
Doran 1
G ,
The doors to the new theatre Kentuckians-and because we arc Bland 8
__-__A-..esegion posts, and civilians in lo- 2.eLawton 3. Manning; Heath: M. ,,With Mayor Genres H.art. in the ma entertainment will come a pro_ Spillman
G
•
gram of which Murray resi‘lents will be opened promptly af 7 proud of it-and because We are Farley 3
Simrerrff-Cfillff-IlilifedThe
cating the names . and addressee Hill. Rogers. '
role of Master of Ceremouies. the
Substitutions: Murray-Williams,
will be no less proud. They will
Mufrayans,-and because we are
hack the challenge
Mongey_turne,d
Bee_
Mayfield:
of former Army •men under 36
1..
New Varsity theatre will open in
dea..
a
,
4
.
eraiae_
4
Kea,.
"
Mayor
o'clock,.
Hart
start
and
,
.
see
_yd11
.aii
pro,d Of
hear their -mayor welcome this
Jr ...aps
airo, The idea in viewRr
of fobrteen private power companformat' cerernOTIT
-TimrsrlaY
speaking promptly at 7:30. At 8 tucky4
at' the Varsity Thureday" gar, Farris. Riggs. Stropp.
ies of constitationality of the TVA
seith_a_igpann as grand new theatre to this city
increase the Regular Army
Referee: John Miller, MSC.
o'clock, the show begins, feitur- ngh
t.
the
pros
,
support
i
will
and
loves
power peogram, seyine the utilappropriate to the setting and Th
serve to 75,00IT 'men.
"Ken'tucky" and with selected
good clean .piettires -it has been
Prospects were good. theatre of-,
maintain
occasion as,even the most metiEvery honorably discharged RegEarl Rice. Estill county, has built ities held no "standing-so
shtt --subfects- -Walt Disney's
hear
They
Presiwill
promised.
Vitiate said_ber.e_ibis morning, that
culous could have hoped tor.
the unit,"
. titer Army, man Under 36 is illMrs. W. T. Sledd, Sr., who has
dent Jim Richmond of Murray "Donald's 'L'ucky Day" and a Rob- the , fibs -Jesse Jamei:m- Will b e second model barn-the first
The cfrettrin deltv6P6.1557 Ms;
gittle for the Reserve Army. Re- em critically ill in the Masan
attraction, of College speak in his own inimit- ert Bencirley filinette. A second
principal
-The
f' tobacco. the 'setond for stock.
shown' here Sunday and Monde
lice Roberts, enabled the governcruting officers for the
hospital for the last week suffer- course, will be the presentation -of able way-sirerdi'
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Hai Largest °Amnion of Books
land link is '1.iiiikeif by a glacierherself.
Flee
or lease. --The Congressional library at
barrier of more than 200 miles of
Her husband also is one of the
Washington. D. C., is said to have
perpetual ice. . most successful trappers employed
, "The Malaspina glacier is 'so ex- the world's largest eollection of by the association. His work, howtensive that it was not recognized rare and early books for children. ever, is less difficult than that of his FOR SALE-Cpright Piano. first
Class condition, good as new:
as.a glacier until 1880e-rocks and
wife, because -he is-assigned to pa. The Hardest Job
bed and dresser to
soil Weer the ice around the -edges,
trol a woven wire enclosure contain- Price $25: also
Jud 7unkins saps the hardest job
match: mattress and ...7RriPgs; ol6tand forests' take root in the iceing about 6,0904:sheep. He captured
borne earth. It is a compoSite ice a man can undertake is that of con- during the afar five mountain lions, al bed spring and mattress, pracstream formed, by about a dozen vincing other folks of something 94 coyotes. and 2'8 bobcats.
tically new: oil stove, dining room
table, other t‘seful,,,,,housetiold
coalest:ng glaciers, the largest of that he isn't sure of himself.
which is the Seward.
See Wm. Packman at
items.
Fcrpetaal Flame on Mommient
California's First Jail
Fix
"Wrier. the new glacier system is
•
Lermans.
Th-etternal Light on the Gettys' rr.apped, there is Irttie doubt that
Show
Records
Vessel,
A
,
PIANOS -, Kimball;' Consolette,
s Alaska will be .confirmed -as- -the „kurg monument is fed by natural
SACRAMENTO.-Only historians Musette are sold miclusively by
; World's largert stronghold of the Ice gas piped from western Rennsslfirst
Califeleia"e
that
remember
F._ Dye Paducah.;Kv. See us
genie.
age outside the polar regions."
Uptown, Just South of Court Square,.
prison consisted ofirrieWred 1 before you buy. Our low prices
FranSan
in
Quentin.
San
Point
off
M30p
Milk Important Food Long Ago
will astonish you.
Boat 'Swims' Upstream
Opposite PostoffiCe
Milk was art important food .6,008' cisco bay, baek in 1852. •
' 'SANTA CRUZ, CALIF -Frank C.
Old records in the state ouse FOR RENT--40-acre" Farm. also
ago, according to the oldest
years
perhas
pilot,
Sea
South
Ekmain
,Wednesday
Several Baskets Dark Tobacco
fact to light in
furniffileid' rocms. 500 Vine St.
Jetted the model of a boat that Will writtcn records now rfreserved in brought this strange
131:ought
lp
'2'11.
.
connection with the early history of Telephont
"swim" upstream.
San Quentin prison, the penitentiary
oom, house---`with
for first offenders on the north end FOR RENT-4-r
,
There I.a Bookworm
bath and.-garage on cornerillinth
There is aAtuaiir such a thing as of the liay„
5e.
For five years after the American & Olive. Reamnabiy priced
• 9- bookworm.. _ILI' a grub which
4--Scpairrel. Vanquishes
• - le
'occupation, California had no fixed Dr -F. E:".Clattstird.
Light Tobacco Wednesday ,
feetaaan the paper in books,
Hoot Owl in Battle
penal laws or penal institutions. LoBrought
FOR RENT - 2-room fUrnishird
NEW BRITAIN, CONN.-Few
cal jails were scarce and the large
Advantage et Bandy
apeetment also- furnished bellgray squirrels survive a battle
own
their
maintaided
adobe
ranches
Beauty yields a calm delneit, a
robm with private entrance. ees
Wednesday at . .
8.21
with' Their natural enemy, the
for
their.lawbreakers.
guardhouses
quiet happiness, the contentment of
Phone ..315
P, pier St
boot owl,
the-nearest
from
justice
-road
•
Cross
harmonious perfection.
tree in the early gold clays seemed
_ Veterinarian John P. .Rein• "Pioneers In Loose Floor Business in Murrxy"
relieves
effective. and' sufficient.
In weeeissiasep
tosh. however, reported a fere out
ofdeasing
yearssreiral
After
squirthe
iatie fight during u•riich
"Alice's Adventures- in Wonder.
iiittocartion-tes Last-Veer—=--ikosi-ef--Reilroareir
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
PHONE 337
set, although- badly damaged. 'land," by Lewis Carroll, Was pub- prisoners to fa rmeis. the legielattire
Opposite Depot, Murray, Ky,
afur
USW
site
in
prison
a
colds
to
due
selected
the
owe. Mana managed to stay
lished in 1860.
BUNNIE
Mgr. '- -0m
• '
and a prison she, V. j• anchor M
tosh 'doctoVed the squirrel back
and
Fever
,
unied, Tablets. „
77ecr.v.,tt. Th
.! d
Soirthentinost Point of V. S.
toe buildings v.,
tç fieartt"
risaasenes
Drops
Nose
Salve,
•
Murray, Ky.
.
The southernmost point cif the ship held 7,a
•
- ---'Brevet Slatissis at C-ape gable-, via.
Try "Rub-My.Tian" a Wonderful
Liniment

HAZEL

World's Largest
Ice Field Found

Use Toys to Teach
Tuts Safety Rules

Heath, Olmstead
To Tangle in Tilt
Here February 8

GOVERNOR LISTEDAS SPEAKER FOR
CITIZENSHIP DAY

Clinic Hospital Notes

Copj

The is
titers
held at
dial chu
The
Woman':
health 1,
barium
Is trivitt
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Golden Glove Test

WI

Mrs.- I
the Artt
hpme tn
Mrs. Hu
Mrs. 1
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home..
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'Vernon
Nat Ryi
second,t
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Prescriptions

Not Everybody in
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Paschall and Mrs. Calista B. Jones.
A delicious supper Was served after which 'attrocial period was
There is quite a hit of flu at
i
enjoyed. Chinese Checkers and
present. Vesta Todd, a student of
other games furnished amusement.
Lynn Grove school is ill with It.
1 Several members and one /visA large crowd attended church
itor, Mrs. Jean Weeks, were presservieel at Williams Chapel Sunent.
day.
,
.. ......._
-.
Joe Miller Is getting along pretty
Mr. and Mrs. Farmer Hosts
good 'of an illness. Copy fur this page should beitibmitted not later than Tuesday i I At Dinner
, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Farmer
Mrs. J. C.' Paschall is ill with
afternoon each week.
I were hosts at six o'clock dinner
flu. Misses Laurine Paschall and
I att their home Sunday evening.
Inez Byars are assisting at her
s,
• I.ncy Lawson of Mayfield. Mrs. ., Covers were laid for Mrs. Will
home and doing her house work._
'Jim Hennes., Mrs. Herbert Crouch, Fulton, Misses Ruth Fulton arid'
Mrs. Anna Jones and Miss Belle
Mrs. Birdie Lawson. Mrs. Bettie Jackie Adams of Owensboro, Miss
Enoch -are ill with flu.
Florsie Mary Nee Farmer, Lytt Noel of
Fred Paschall and J.'Cr. Paschall
----Zioesday. February 7-cut stovewood last wee'The general meeting of the Alice Cochran. Mrs. Lewis NanneY, Mrs- Soinerset, Dennis Horlander of
aters Missionary Society will be t3ronzie Forrest, Mrs. Ralph Ray, Owenshirro. Jimmie Bailey, Phyllis
Mrs. haraing onester and son.
held at ,:30 p. rn, at. the Metlio-- Mrs. Stella " Venable, Mrs. Will Farmer and the hosts.
Otto, visited in the home of Mr.
• • • ••
Nanney, Mrs. Onie Cunningham.
dist church.
• Amateur- dramatic students at ton, dramatics instructor at the*
and Mrs. Holton Byars Wednesday
Mrs. Naomi Mills, Mrs. Ama Thur- Mrs. Havens Is Complimented
Murray State College Tuesday college and sponsor of the Sock
night of last week.
The Delta Department of the mond, Mrs. Cora Graham, Mrs. AlMrs.
to
In lovely compliments
DELTAS OFFER HEALTH
night showed rare talent when they and Buskins,s was director of the
Ben Byars visited in the sick
Woman's Club will present „--a ice Steele. Wm Irene Miller, -Mrs: A. V. Havens was the informal
presented a glowing dramatization drama.
PROGRAM TO PUBLIC
room of his daughter, Mrs. J. C.
health letture at the college audi- Jim Cochran, Mrs. liubye Cochran, tea and surprise stork shower
"I want to add my thanks to
of "Brother Rat" to a responsive
Paschall near Lynn Grove Sunday.
torium at 7:30 la no The public Mrs. Rose Radford, Mrs. Laura which was given .Tuesday afterThere is much sickness and inThe Delta Department of the
audienee which appreciated the Miss 'Helen Thornton and members
Want to say hello to "Aunt" MisIs invited to attend.
performance 'as much as it en- of the Sock and Buskin Club for disposition within Faxon communPage. Mrs. Hilda Lavendar, Mrs. noon at the home of Mrs. Arthur
Murray Woman's Club will presouri Wilson. Hope you are well.
Wednesday, February 8
their splendid
performance of ity, but we are thankful that
Waldrop, Mrs. E 1 m a ' Farmer by members of the MisCordell
sent a health program- at-Into"' joyed it.
Mrs. Anna Jones and Mrs. Reba'
Mrs.- L. D. Hale will entertain Broach. Galveston, Tex.; Mrs. Will aionary Society, Ladies Aid and
Excellent in lighting effect, com- "Brother Rat" Tuesday night," none of the various epidemics ragcollege auditorium on Tuesday
Paschall have a bunch of little
the Arts and Crafts Club at her Ray, Mrs. Lottie Jones, and Mrs. Service Circle of the First Chrisus.
tonhit
Colds,
yet
have
ing
Richmond,
Dr.
H.
stated
James
directed,"
brilliantly
perpetently
evening. February 7, at 7:30
,
blame cri West Main, at 2 V. m.
formed. the 3-act drama of student president of Murray State College. silitis, rheumatism, etc. are very chickens.-Old Maid.
tian church.
Nettie Beech.
o'clock. Doctor Smith of the
•••••
-"If there was a single line for- prevalent, though.
crmplications at a military institute
The guests were received by _State Department of Health at
Mrs. Hughes Entertains Club
Mrs. Mae Lovett is seriously ill
was an added feather in the head- gotten, I didn't know it. I may
Mr. And Mrs. Rupert Lassiter
Mrs. Farmer and Wirt. Havens. A
Louisville
will
and
lecture
show
„
„.
Mrs.• Mayme Ryan Hughes was
piece of the Sock and Buskin dra- have seen a better college play with a diabetic trouble, but she
in
served
*as
dainty
course
tea
films.
will
He
bring
first
hand
pen ..°Ine
hostess yesterday afternoon to the "
matic club on the college campus. but I don't know when. I forgot was somewhat better on last reMr. and Mrs. Rupert Lassiter the dining room from alace draped
information of. health conditions
Wednesday bridge club at her graciously opened their beautiful
School opened Monday. January
So perfectly did they execute they were amateurs; that is the ports. Her son, Ivan, of Murray,
white
of
centerpiece
a
with
table
in
This
*ill
'a
Kentucky.
be
home.. Prizea were awarded at country home. Thursday afternoon,
their parts, the characters gave the highest compliment I can pay a is recovering slowly from a new 30 with only a few in attendance
6y
flanked
fern
carnations
and
to
meeting
open
public
the
and
.
.
the conclusion of the game to Mrs. anuary
stage a quality which made it cast. I forgot they were acting: spinal injury in the region where due to sickness and high water.
cooperate,, w,tn
everyone is urged to come and
"Vernon -Stubblefield. Jr., and Mrs. other friends and neighbors who four burning tapers in crystal
take on the illusion of reality, and that is the highest compliment I he recently had surgical treatment The river serves as a great barbring his friends.
Nat Ryan Hughes for first and expressed their appreciation of a holders. Mrs. E. J. Beale presided
one felt vaguely surprised after can pay an actor. I am proud of for a former injury. The Lovetts rier on two of our bus routes which
at the punch bowl.
- The Deltas will be hosts tto
second, high.
em and wish to thank the entire are goods respected, and loved keeps many children from attendthe play was over to see some
recent bride in the form of a misThe lovely and useful gifts were
the regular 15usiness meeting of
The hostess served a delicioin cellaneous household shower. The
the characters stroll out of the cast for the splendid publicity citizens, for whom we sympathize ing.
clever manner.
the Woman's Club on Thursday. auditorium.
warty plate to. members arid one. fortunate recipiant was Mrs. Oliver presented in
they have given our college. I in their tribulations and wish a
We are very sorry to hear of
About forty guests callocl beFebruary 9, at three o'clock, • The perfcrmanee began short- appreciate it."
visitor. Mrs. Marvin Viriiitnell.
speedy recovery.
Lou
Martha
Miss
formerly
Cherty,
the illness of Mr. Lassiter, this is
.• • ••
tween the- hours Of 3:30 and 5
be
the
to
term
place
we
on
what
"Captain
has
announced
A neighbor
The club will present
ly after 8 o'clock mid was over
Houstors
the first day he has had to miss
Tuesday evening at the health
Club. Meta With Mrs. Hayes •
an unusual experience with pigs.
by '10 u'elock. Miss Helen Thorn- Applejack" on March 7.
The_yery lovely and approprirde o'clock.
this year. We hope he will soon
entertained
Hayes
Andrew
Mrs.
Roy Drennon has a gilt 15 months
lecture.
gifts of linens. silver, China, picbe back with us as we miss him
afteryesterday
•
Club
her bridge
old, weighing about 200 pounds,
materials MtiCtatesi Is Club Hostess
decorative
tures and
very rrnich.
'noon at hes-- home in the Watt
that had 18 pigs in her first litter.
Mrs. Lyriville Yates was hostess
o ied and displayed by`the
Thesstrtident body extends its
Otrop--agM•rirterna.--Idrs.
'
Mr. Drennon has another 'sow,
appreciative bride who in her Tuesdri-y morting to Tier liridgt, siding. The programs
sympathy to Graves Dale Lampfor the JO_
' Holton won ,the club IniZP for high' modest sweetness was attractive in club ,at the home of Mrs. Freed
Mr..,and Mrs. J. R. Hendon of
Quite a lot of sickness and bad and not much kin to this gilt, that
kins. The students all expressed
score and Mrs. D. 11. White the a becoming ensemble.
High score prize was were read and reports were heard New Concord visited Mrs. Hen- colds. Mrs. Effie Kingins and Mr. also farrowed 18 pigg•last year.
Cothara.
from the chairmen of various com- don's parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. and Mrs. Stanley Kirkland have, An unusually good lesson was their deepest feelings for him and
guest prize.
Hendon.
Carney
Mrs.
by
won
towho
The fsilowing friends,
Mts. Russell Coalter, who will gether sponsored this interesting
conducted in the adult class of wished they could help cheer him
Guests included members and mittees. A suggestion- was made W. Wheatley Saturday night and bad colds.
that'lhe_ Magazine Club cooperate
leave next week with her husband
and
Boone
B.
0.
Friendship last Sunday, and the on until he is out and back with
Mrs.
visitors,
two
tonsilhas
Wilson
Gene
Bobby
oerstSunday.
and delightful occasion, also
with the Woman's Club in their
and children fur Bawling Green
attendance was good, considering us again. The seventhind eighth
Knight.
Ardell
Mrs.
refreshments
Royee Spann was a Sunday caller itis.
very palatable
ed
efforts to better local traffic Ferrrdito make their home, was presented during the social hour: Mrs. Ruinclement weather and general grade students, wrote a collective
the
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bun
Quite a feW old and young entions.
the community. letter to Graves which I know he
a suipriae handkerchief shower.
joyed the mtisierif at Mr. and Mrs. indisposition in
pert Lassiter, Mrs. John Lassiter. S. S. Class Has Coverg._
Wilsey)
children.
and
A dainty party plate was served
The following officers were eleetMrs. Stella Ragsdale, teacher .of was proud to get.
Dish Supper
Mrs. I. B. Stubblefield, Mrs. ,Horin Roy Gupton's Friday night.
visited
erances
Osborn
Miss.
Athletics
at the conclusion of the game.
the tiny folks, was indisposed
Members of Mrs. Sue Cook's S. ed fat the ensuing year: Mrs. F. the home of her uncle, R. B. Morace McKenzie, Mrs. Triplet. Mrs.
Henry Black lost a fine cow
Guests in addition to members, Jesse Wells Lassiter, Mrs. Joe S. class of the First Christian D. Mellen. chairman; Mrs. L. E.
The Almo Warriors went down
Sunday.-Alf.
week.
night.
last
Sunday
and
ris
children,
.were Mrs. D. H. White, Mrs. Pratt. Meador. and Mrs. Loman Garner.
in defeat last Friday night to the
gave a covered dish sup- Owen. vice-chairman; Mrs. G. B.
C. W. Adams lost a fine cow the.
Miss Drue Nell and Benny RobMrs. Wells _ Overbey, and Miss
Hardin five by a small margin:Forty- persons called with their per Monday evening at the home Pennebaker, secretary; Miss Lula inson visited their grandparents. 21st.
Nasrni Maple,
Holland. treasurer; Mrs. W. J.
This gives one victory each fof .
celebratgood
Farmer
sincere
Arthur
Mrs.
of
many
leaving'
gifts.
is
but
flu
has
Mrs. Anna Stone
• •- • • •
Mr. and WI. W. T. Robinson, Sunthe teams. The Warriors are towishes for the happiness and suc- ing the birthday of Mrs, Farmer Gibson, librarian; and Mrs. W. W. day.
slowly improving.
Mrs. Dunn Entertains Club
meet the undefeated Lynn Grove
and also the wedding anniversary McElratts reporter.
Mrs and Mrs. Cherry.
cf
cess
Turner
Jenning
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mrs. Hubert Dunn entertained
Hendon
Thomas
Mrs.
Mr. and
of Mr. and Mrs. Farmer.
Mrs. C. T. Morris and grandchil- five by any county 'team, but we
Turner's
Mrs.
visited
family
and
• her bridge club at her lisme Wedof New Concord visited Mr. and
A delectable fnenu was served Sew And So Club Meets
hope to have a different story when
Wedding..
nesday 'afternoon. Two tables were Dutton-Wells
'Mrs. Hardeman Bucy and children uncle, Jack Mills, of Gleasbn, Tenn., dren. Carlene and Bobbie Morris, the Warriors close their furious..
.
at small tables placed, in, the livWith Mrs. Knight
Solehmized
Is
prize
the
and
game.
thefor,
placed
daughter,
_
spent Sunday with her
Saturday night and visited Sunday who is very low of pneumonia.
ing and dining rooms and informal
raging attacks of shooting and
Mrs. Arden Knight was hostess vitifi,Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Wheatley.
- high score was awarded- Mrs.- , -A Message was received.:bY._
Mrs. Ester Smith, Mrs. Hazel Mrs Peyton Nance. and Mr. Nance guarding. We still have a few boys
during
brother, entertainment was enjoyed
his
that
Harstn,
of
Wells
.I.
,M
borne
her
at
Cotham.
Friday
afternoon
' Freed
W. H. Holt visited Saturday Adams and Mrs. Izetta Broach vis- and children of Buchanan, Tenn., that are on the Sick list but are
the evenihg.
the Sew and So Club. The after- night and Sunday with his sister. ited Mrs. Nannie Pullen one day
A - delightful party plate was. Hugh -L. Wells. of St. Louis, and
Mr. and
were
present
Those
improving fast.
_
Jefferson
route 1.
of
Dutton
hostess.
Anna
a
and
Miss
noon was spent infcrmally,
served by the
Mrs. Cortez Newport, and Mr. New- last week.
Farmer, Mr. and Mrs. dainty plate was served. .
City, Mo., were married last Sat- Mrs. Arthur
spent the
Jr.,
Carlisle.
Robert
port esd slaughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Black and
H. B. Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. Zelna
Only members were present.
week-end with his uncle and aunt.
urday.
s and Mrs. Farley Are
-.and Mrs, Clifton Robinson Mrs. Wised Finney were Thurs,
Garter, Miss Huth sCutchin, 144..
•
- •s
Mr. and Mrs. Peyton Nance and
The groom wag reared at Old
Surprised By Party
the
Visited Ms. day dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Jane,
Owensboro.
of
daughter,
and
Fulton
L.
W.
friends
children.
Alpha Department Meets With
A few neighbors and friends took Wadesboro and has many
A. V. Havens, Mrs.
and Mrs. Hafford Robinson and Bennie Finney and family. AfterDue to the bad weather over the
coun- Rev. and Mrs.
Mrs. Johnston
Bill Dick West arid Charles
their Chinese checker boards and in CaT/loway rind Marshall
J. Hoffman. Mt. and Mrs. Gregg
night.
B.
Sunday
children
Carlene
Misses
were
callers
noon
week-end there is but little new
post
in
engaged
been
has
He
ties.
night
spent
and
Saturday
Nance
surprised
croquinole boards and
Miller. Mrs. W. B. Moser, Mr. and
Mrs. R. A. Johnston opened her
Mr. dnd Mrs. Wade Brisendine Pullen and Loretta 'mimeo Stanto report.
for more
Mr. and Mrs Guy Farley- with a office Work in St. Louis
Mrs. R. M. Pollard. -Mr. and Mrs. home Saturday afternoon for the and, son; Lowell Thomas. visited ley Kirkland. Martha Sue, Evelyn Sunday morning with their uncle
Mrs. J. D. Rogers spent a fears
retire
will
and
years
thirty'
Otrey Paschall, Mr. Usigent. Mr. January Meeting of the Alpha De- Sunday -afternoon with Mr. and Lue and Frances Imogene Kirk.. and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
party. Games were enjoyed and than
days last week with her parents...
Morris of Buchanan. route 1.
and Mrs. Marvin Reeder, Mrs. partment of the Murray Woman's Mrs. Marvin Taylor.
eats consisting of popcorn, candy next summer.
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hutson Mr. and Mrs. Will Story.
MaYbelle Scobey, Mr. and Mrs. R. Club.- She was assisted in the
and fruits were served.
Lynti Hayes visited in the home
Mr. and Mrs. Clellon Sanders and children were in Paris SatMr. and Mrs. Aubrey Jones. and
Charles
Entertains
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
recent)
Wade,
Charles
have
L.
Itienderson
Mrs.
by
Farley
duties
hostess
Ivan
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
of Mr. and Mrs. ligirdeman Bucy and Shelbie Jean visited Mr. and urday.
Mrs. Lenie Paschall were Sunday
New
:
of
Bea
Rcbbins,
to
Club
Miss
back
Floy
Hour
Miss
Hire,
Murray
Happy
The
-.1y moved from
Monday night.
Mrs. Early Youngblood and famand Mrs.
There were several , present at dinner guests of Mr.
trice Frye and Mrs. J. W. Carr.
their:farm, which is located in. Concord met with Mrs. Ivan HenMiss Doris Marie and Carl Wil- ily over the week-end.
Bethel Paschall.
lull
night
Fatiday
School
'Mt.
Entertains
Pleasant
"Porwas
Wallis
study
Mrs.
ter
subject
afternoon.
The
derson last Thursday
the Locust' Grove community.
son, Miss Drue Nell and illenhY
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Rogers spent
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cotham and at the tacky party.
Members of the Thursday morn- traits of Women." Mrs. W. .L
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs The hour-was spent in sewing and
Robinson and Noah Wheatley were Mrs. Trudie Youngblood spent
visitseveral
and
club
Peyton Nance. Robert Carlisle, Saturday night Witt) Mr. and Mrs.
interesting
an
bridge
Caplinger brought
Herman Clanfoni Mr. and Mts. informal conversation. After dainty ing
of
callers
'Tuesday night bedtime
Sunday afternoon with their sis- Sr.. and Brent Morris were in Gaylon Rogers.
tors were entertained last Thurs- report on "Women of Ancient
Joseph- Meador, -f•fr. and Mrs. Lo- refreshments the club adjourned
Edd Holt and chil- ter and mother, Mrs. D.onnie Wal- Puryear Saturday.
Mr, and Mrs. Paul Humphrey,
day at the home of Mrs. Gingles Times" and Mrs. A. M. Wolfson Mr. and Mrs.
A.
Mrs.
Eyaria
and
Milburn
Mrs.
Mr.
with
Garner,
meet
to
mman
- _
drop and Mr. Waldrop and Mrs.
Mrs. Roy Stewart was diScussed "Modern Women
Myrtle Lee Lamb and Frances Mr. and Mrs, Huron Baker. and
Wallis.
in.Ane dren.
_Bronka,
a/181_111s.
.
Mrstaeksars.
next- -Thursday.
Mrs.- Boyd -Calloway' visited her
Htirt.
Osbron spent Friday --aim *With Freda and Mina Baker were Satawarded the visitor's prize lot cient,Lands."
,
•••
Stubblefield, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Lavern Like.
urday night guests of Mr. and Mrs.
high score and Mrs. Waylon Raya delight- parents. Mr. and Mrs. Hafford RobSour
social
the
During
Grant
Alice
Miss
report
to
Glad
Jesse
McKenzie and baby, Patsy,
Detroit Wedding Is Of Interest
.
Nance spent Thursday night J. D. Rogers.
served by inson Wednesday.
the club prize.
Sue
burn
was
course
salad
ful
from
is
blood
high
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DON'T DO ItitSI

Phone 303 and stay
out of the cold-we'll wash them!

Why risk your health just
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do your -wash less expenand more conven,
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ieMty-

MASHED
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Iiiisiti3OFT-wprra
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10 LBS.

Completely
Finished'
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*sr -.
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ID enjoy work,a woman must
feel well. Cardui aids in building up the whole system by helping
women to get more energy from
their food -and so increases re,
sistance to the strain of functional
periodic pain. Try id

MURRAY LAUNDRY
Phone 303
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AT GREATLY REDUCED
PRICES!

Every Day a -Diy-of

VALENTINES!
You'll Find Comfortable Salons,
Pleasant Operators, Unexcelled
Service and

BEAUTY
—at----

GLADYS SCOTT'S

THE MODERN BEAUTY SHOP
On Second Ffoor Bank of Murray Bldg.

•
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mg at 8 o'clock. She is the second child in the family, and. weighed about eight and one-fourth
Mrs. Tennie Gordon Kennedy,
_
Posiritis.
mother of Mrs. Cattle Lassiter,
T. p Baucum, manager of vthe
n died last week at the home of a
Jackson-Purchase Oil Company is
daughter. Mrs. Susie Rowlett, of
confined to the Clinic Htspital
near Lynville. Mrs. Kennedy was,
with flu.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Miss Mary Martha Overbey was
ninety-two years old.
Mrs. Mildred Coaller, West Olive
Lamb, Lynn Grave. ratite I. a son, , the guest of her brother, /duke
Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Black of
street, is confined to her home
Gerald "Edward. —
I Overbey, in Paducah over the
near Beech Grove lost their home
with flu
week-end
__ and all its contents by fire last
Born ne Mr sand Mrs Luic Dunn.
Marlon Baird of Barlow spent
week, :The fire apiarentIn origFrank Harpole, milk plant book- several days. this week with Mr.
a girl. Larue
inated from the kitchen-. stove
,
, Miss Hurle Hubbard, well-knotina keeper. has returned to work after and Mrs. W.nb. Swann.
shortly after daybreak, and fanned
,
Miss Lillian Hollowen. of the
here, an instructor in the Critten- a slight cold
by a ninnies wind it raced"through
den county school system, will ..Miss Lois Farley reterned Frt: college faculty. spent the weekthe . large building swiftly. -. The
--spend' the spring here atterxttng day_from Paducah where she *Pent end at her home in Westport.
smiikehniete • with all their meat
Murray State College.. She enrolled a week with her sister. Mrs. Pero- Term.
and lard was also destroyed..
Miss Ruth Brandon. of Dover.
)Aonday.
.
tenni Pirtle, and has enzolled‘far
The ladles ol this eutruntinity ar
mire nne'lla;
ones, rinaiinah spent the forme semester at Murray State Term., lags been the guest this
planning a shower f-o-r
week of
W. S. Swann. ,
the week-end with her aunt. Mrs enitive.
Mrs. Black on Thursnay. Mrs. A,-M. Wolfson, of Murray,- Bun Outland. of West Main.
JMr. and Mrs. John Overby of
An Suction sale was held Thurswho is a fellow cf the Internee- I
PaduJr
M
Os-erbey.
Mrs. L
, Athens, Tenn, were called to Mur- trona' Association. University of
day at the home,of Tom Herndon
a.1
the
fan.e
,
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to
last
!ray
last
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of
cah. spent Thursday
of near Mt. Pleasant. Only a few
London will be guest speaker at
visiting friends in _Murray„
of her grandmother, 'Mrs. John
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of the PaduFebruary
meeting
the
of
Bert Seittop and two of his an- Huie. They were_gnests
"- cah Branch of the Amsrican Asvery low.
iisMreicMr1ln and Mrs :Overbey's
parents, Mi and Mrs. sociation of University Women this
lit_ and Mrs-Lynn _Nance spent
E. C. Douglass,, spent last week- Luther Robertson
part of last week with -relatives at
eneningend in Stewart county, Than. ' Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett attendPottertown.
ns
Billy Puckett, student in DraughMilton Lassiter and Nelson WilLeo Miller, Lynn Grove, has had ed -the mid-winter press meeting on's Bennens College at Paducah,
lis spent the weekSand with relapneUreckua.
in Louisville last week.
spent the week-ern!In Murray with
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she will teach home economics in Jones, and Hazelle Parker of
Pictured above are the members Heath: Gene Bland, Cairo, Ills Bob
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Dr Hugh M. MeElrath returned the high school.
president F. J. Beasley.gin, ClovCrr
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ning at *30. This film, portraying
sonnentif the problems of a college
student, will be the basis of the
discussion program. All young people are
The Sunday Schein. led by Supt.
R. L. Wade. will -meet Sunday
morning at 9:30.
The Annual -World Fellowship
will be • held Wednesday night 'It
630. Zelna- Cartes-- will lead the.
program. A covered, dish dinner
- be- -served, -All--member& - and
friends of the. church are Li:wiled.
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fela and bierter wily to build a home now
,avallable *rough John's-Marmite • unglneering
standards and GuildwarSeryice,1"

Miss Windsor to
TeaCit Home Ec

Miss Mary Moore Windsor. the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. V. E.
the Calloway County Windsor of Murray. has' recently
- lan in enlarged scale in CiClor at
See this P
been elected to teach home eco- Lumber tempany
nomics at Bandana High School.
She left to assume her duties on
Monday. January 30
Miss Windsor was ,an active student on the Murray campus, where
she wasnseeretary-treasurer of the
senibr class. She .plans to atrict
IWI-LY pay rent when it's easy to own your own home? Let.
npemer-saichool here and 'receive
vy-us help yon-As-Cluild headquarters we offer you "one
stop" service ... you select the ho-use you want .-.. many exher Sasith-liughes degree. in
clusive Guild Club houge designs to choose from, each special•-- ,
4914.
ly prepared for members of the National Hciusing Guild by
foremost architects. We do the rest .. we even arrange a
solute of financing. Your house will be built by competent
• lisearruntraetors Who are -members of the Guild. One simple
transaction covers everything. Johns-Manville Engineering
Standards provide added protection against fire, weather and
*ear.
Rheumatism, Atthritis,
ASK FOR PORTFOLIO OF PLANS

sty--
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• 7NEWHQiciatal PLAN MAKES
-HOME 13.L114,DING EASY!
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ATHLETICS
.
Tuesday night _the Faxon Bobcats topped. Aunora, at Haiilin, by
a store-or38--28:-We have a game
scheduled with Kirksey
night. February 3. at Kirlcy.
The lineup for the Faxon-Aurnra game was as follows:
Aurora, Z$
Pos,
Faxon 38
F
C. Jenes
McClure .5
Sheppard 2
F
Elkins 2.
7
Gresory
Barnett -17 - - C
Brewte -1-1-G
Donets= :4J
8
G
Houston. 4
Sobs: Faxon-Clark 6. .1urora,
Clans.

State

BEVERLY

LEO

Wynne Gibson,'Big Cast in
David to.a-Nte ro-GoidwynMayor Semantic Comedy

jAkeS

Irta

Trrk Future- Farmers' of Faxon
were schednkd to meet 'Jaasluary
31. The plram committnn, conslating of Hebert Doneison.4ayne
Waywa-Gesilen-Saninklewers.4.
Clot
and W. C. McClure. had arranged,
an interesting program for tries-nix-1
casicnn
The boys sold, their „hogs last
week-and realized a nice profit.
. The boys are expecting 'to getn
their. Future Farmer pips next
week.-
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The producers of "David
Copperfield" now brinq
- you Charles Dickens',
finest heart store!
Every beloved
character .
, every cher-.
ished
8
0
come word.,,
to you
just as he
l'"be- penned Awn

CARRILLO • PCIRERTS

Calloway County Lumber Co
GUILOMAY HOMES Alla
HOME IMPROVEMEHTS

IT WILL BE THE BEST
LOVED PICTURE of 1938!

IE.BROWN
FLIRTING
WITH FATE

j

EVENING .- SCHOOL
- Fifteen adult- farmers attendeti
the first meeting of the,,Agriculture Evening Schobl.nest'Thursday
night at the high sWiincor build-fitig *nen-figured
ing. Tis inTinTrinse
the probable cost, of-rowing one
in this cornacre of dark tebaealla
,
munity.
It was decided . that the group
Neuritis, Tumors and Other would meet each' Wednesday' night
FREE COPY OF "HOME IDEA BOOK"
Diseases of Women,
at 6:30 o'clock, to diSeess various
This ii the popular 60-page book that makes home building a dabgbe
farm problems with the central'
inateod of a drudgery. Pane with helpful Ildeaa sod suggestiona. an
Prostatic
Diseases
of
Men,
farttislo pa color, ons or ikon arraogensent. decorattons, cit. houses and
'theme being nelow to prriduee
,leading small home archiCoot plans by co
•High and Lew Blood
better tobacco on
,
more pounds
Manville national *doer
tects 014114 in Jo
Pressure.
risoinrints as- 10c a copy. we bring it to yroci foe*
less
acres."
for limited time only.
Thcse attending- the first meetMAIL COUPON TO
noon Writ* or Coll for Free gook
ing were: C.- L.- Dyer. Wayne
Dyer, Ocus Carraway. Waltin Hate.
Doctor Smith's'Clinic
Ralph Willoughby.. Rupert Harris,
Calloway County Housing Guild
Carmi, Illinois
- Melvin Lawreace. Mike Falwell. Ts:
Headquarters at
'Done
Please send free booklet upon. C. Geurin. Jack Dodd. Fteben
elson. James j3rIndon, La.y,mon Fan
above subJen-_It; Alvin "•-Brandon,
Brandon.
Name
KENtUCICr
Intense 7t
*
Jnet NORTH OF WATER TOWER
Street
DlerguitUrOaS OF JOHMS-MANVIUA sseneusts

SUNDAY and MONDAY
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Cedar Knob, News

Around Paschall
School

Across the River

*pie and Spots in the Late News

the road,. at life-the manhood it
may destroy, the homes it may
break, the hearts it may cause to
bleed! I see no 'bravery in that
rescue.
I may 'let my imagination run
riot, but I wonder if when a percrashes unexpectedly
and
son
drunkenly from this stage of action up to the tudgment bar with
liquor still on his lips,, and is. told
that no drunkard may enter tho
kingdoni of God, does the record.
ing angel not mark also a'n almost
indelible black mark against the
names of those who made and
sold that death dealing liquid.
I'm sorry but I can't think of
any thing thts time but
troubles. If I' never had any of
my own I'd be putting myself in
the other fellows' place so often
and trying to imagine his feelings
that my brow woula be creased
with worry lines any way.
Hope by next time I haven't
heard of a thing more tragic than
the loss of a few early chicks folks
are getting over_ here and that it
will be springtime in the hearts. of
all if net out doors,
-Chatterbox
,

Sycamore Center
News

Macedonia sehool came to,, a
My fioge14.---are so safe from
close. Fgiday 'morning, January 27.
,Mrs. Jewel -Keys has been quiltA large 'crowd was present in
quilling- that I can't write camSorry to give up the gusd and
ing with the help of Mesdames
Murray
fourth
Monday
regardless
last
to
get
my
tably, bist I had
. faithful teachers Miss Maurelle
Lucy eKey, Jessie Paschall, Naomi
quilt out for soon spring will be
Clendenon„, --asifie left .us Friday of the bad day. I even seen some
ck of
Orr, Lona Nance and Misses Pauladies
in
of
the
Murray
-Monday
here perhaps-and then I just can't
•afternoeif for her _borne in Almo
home
line' and Wilma Paschall.
wait ter get out and dig in the, soil.
iWe're all looking forward to hav- sitting in cars eating snow balls.
e last
Mrs. Nina Holley, Mrs. Linie
ing her with us during the next One of them was Mrs. Neva Garevery
thing
All
winter
when
origs
gus. If you hear of her having
Jones, and Mrs. Ruth Holley Waschool term..
looks
so
bare
and
ugly
I
keep
stove
a sore throat you can guess why.
ited Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
Those who visited the school
thinking slitingsswill change things,
'tinned
Friday.
Fred Carroll was In Murray
tho I don't want to rush the seaFriday morning were Mrs. Mary
irough
sons for I think we need them
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Lampkins
'sWisehart and • daughter, .Berline, Tuesday on business.
- The
see,
- miss Genella Hulson, Miss Pernie
all. _
Oat Paschall bought some nice
and Miss May Hart have move&
meat
Mrs. Vara and Mrs. Emma Jones
Mao Simmons, Mrs. Guthrie Os- shoats from Elisha Key Tuesday.
in the house with Mr. and Mrs.
have quilted a quilt each week
on and 5911,, Bobbie D., Mrs.
Ben Byars was in Hazel WednesGus Lampkins while J. D. reworks
ty
tithe Year, Mrs. Mabel Spieekuid
Mitehell, Miss Alma Lee day.
his---house.
. a
--witted one last week,
on, Maas Maud Esther ParJoe Thomas Foster has been sufMiss Beauteg Hanee spent last
Another terrible tragedy occurker, Miss Dorothy Williams, Mrs. fering with tonsilitis and cough.
thursweek with her sister, Mrs. Jack
red near Ft. Henry on Sunday
Ruby Dicks ,Miss Shirley Giason, Glad Joe is better.
•rndon
Lampkins and Mr. Laatpkins.
when a
afternoon
about
dark
Col.
Wisehart,
Decey
.
.
Death
of
BASEBALL
.
James
LOST
TO
a few
Terry Smotherman killed hogs
Mrs. Nannie Paschall visited
roadster plunged from a bridge
Jacob Ruppert (right) multi-millionaire
Robert Ellis and Hubert Dick.
was
Wednesday.
brewer and owner of New' York Yankees
Mrs. Rebecca. Paschall and faminto a creek and two young men,
Miss Dotty Mae Maynard, of
Miss Clover Carroll 'visited her
has robbed baseball of one of its most colily Wednesday night.
Floyd Kennerly and Gordon JacCedar Knob, and Miss Mary Luspent
brother. Fired Cousins and Mrs.
orful figures. Colonel is shown above on
obs were killed or drowned and
Sinlincris,
of
Macedonia,
were
cille
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Nance visYes at
occasion in 1930 when he signevi his greatest
Carroll Tuesday night and Wednesthe third occupant, the driver,
Friday dinner guests of Miss Eva
ited Mr. and Mrs. One Kuykenlargest
$80,000
contract,
Ruth,
to
star,
Babe
day.
mobilization
of
alarm
Three
THREE ALARM BLAZE ...
Wilson Kennerly, was seriously
'Mae Williams, of Frog Creek.
player for one
dall Monday -riliht.
firemen and fire-fighting apparatus failed to dim this spec- amount ever paid indIvidtial
e.hiff Suninjured and is in a Murray hos-Uncle Bob" Petty was dinner , Fred Humphreys had .11year's work.
reladecompletely
floors
and
enveloped
upper
as
flames
Mrs. Mary Hutchens and Mrs.
tacle
night. Hope the
'
chills stop
pital.
gaY
Mrs.
Saturday
of
Mr.
and
guest
stroyed Philadelphia paper box plant as thousands of perCloteal Paschall are improved at
-and Fred feels-- better.
way
on
his
Spiceland
Linus
Simmons.
aohnnie
sons watched.
this writing.
Burks .afaraltendall ,sold Ben Byto school Tuesday morning siPPMiss Maurelle Clendenon, Miss
ars
„lour
nice
shoats
Tuesday.
Jimmie Jones bought three nice
the
two
home
to
see
ped
at
the
Berline Wischart and Hubert Dick
Elna Hayneline was in Murpigs from Fred Orr Thursday.
corpses-side by side in a room
were in Hazel a while Thursday:ray Monday.
awaiting the arrival of relatives
Mrs. Nannie Paschall visited Me
afternoon. hester
Mrs. Mable Carroll made a short
from' 'Detroit and Granite City.
.and Mrs. Commodore 'Orr and famThis neighborheek.......ergt -- made
home
Mr. and Mrs. John Harper arc ily Thursday.
Awful evidences of the consesad Saturday enepsitig wben it had visit with Mrs. Ben Byars.andlnez
seven
quences of recklessness-yet not the pare4s of a -.baby boy born
Jack Key and Rudolph Key were
to give up our- little friends, Eva Wednesday afternoon.
taifsgltk;
impressive enough to keep others Thursday, January 26, the baby has, in Paris on business Saturday. .
Mrs. Orie-Key assisted in hog
-Mae W,infintS and her-- brothers,
'
from rtishing heedlessly on toward been named John Wayne.
Jehe-Everett, Brent, and Speight, killing for Mrs. Terry SmotherMr. and Mrs,' Charlie Wicker
spent
perhaps a like fate while tweed 'Mrs. Will Roberson ;s ill at this' and daughter, Debris, were SunWho left for Detroit where they man Wednesday afternoon.
is the
ones weep and worry and plead in writing.
will make their home, We wish
-Guests in the home of Mr. and
day afternoon visitors of Mr. and
REFLECTED
C001:17,_,
vain for lest speed.
throe good health and happiness. Mrs. _Holton Byars Wednesday
BEAUTY . . .
Hallet Walston is on the sick Mrs. Jack Key.
Mrs. Cornelia Kirks, Miss Geneva
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons and night were the latter's ,mother and
Newest furniture
Misses Erie, Daisy, "and "Arnie.
list at -this writing, also Miss Lois
Spiceland and I went 10 Dover Satbaby and- Cleave 'Lax were n brother, Mrs. Harding Chester .and
vogue, reported
Orr of Mayfield_ visited their para.
OVera
urday. The teachers Over here are Walston.
rom
Murray and New, Concord Wednes- son
Hollywood,
Ottu.
Mrs. Roy Mae Baxter and -fam- Offs, Mr. and Mrs. S. B.,Orr Over
Ann, _
.. _is set by Joan
installing water fountains such as
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day.
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Jimmie-Jones aria son,- Parvin,
the week-ens,
fax At
Bennett with this
i never saw before. in their schools, ily and Mr. and Mrs. Hebert RenzMiss -Mary Luc;ille Simmons and
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'Warm,welcome, as indiday from school and were not
plate glass which
counting the hoqs4 now, for your
H. F. Robbins.
led to
cated by kiss from pretty
he was enrolling in college again week.
tardy at class during the entire
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mother's returning home,
Bastia,
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girl
of
,
native
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week
left
last
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-school.
as
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makes
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beauty in a dual
awaited Prenlier • Edouits reMrs. Bens-Byars, spent the day
Junior Spiceland is at home to enter the University of Kentucky to leave Detroit on account of his
role.
years a school for Mary Lucille
of
as.
head
ard
Dalidier,
Mason'
Monday With ,Mrs. 'Otte Key. '
health. I hope the change will imfor awhile after being in school at Lexington.
and two for E. H.
French government, on
__
Hellon Jones • recently purchased
Mr.-and Mrs. -Dow--hfoorela.st summer-ACV all winter.Matteis Lewis, -of Macedonia. -was
his "loyalty" tour of Cor.. and
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall
I heard that almost an old time Birmingham. Ala., are visiting Mr.
sica and Tunisia.: Many
a Tuesday "tight guest 'of Mr. a hog feeder from Bert Wilson. •
very
visited Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr ,
crowd attended church at Sulliind Mrs. Luke Langston.
similar evidences of naand Mrs. Carroll Clark, of Mur- ,Ylie heaviest rain -for quite, a
infective loyalty to France,
/*bile fell Saturday night and Sunphur Spring fourth Sunday. Da
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Edwards Sunday.
ray Route 4.
rather than Italy, some
hope Brothiar Lax_ revives some
spent part of last week in Almo, "-Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall al.:sMae Simmons. a-04 day.
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the old interest.
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Mrs. Rebecca Paschall has res
atives- in Dexter Monday.
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Otis Lovins a few Sundays ago.
daughter, were guests -of Mr. and Mrs. Mar-Wisehart and
Pate
Miss Dortha and Joe Mathis spent turned home after staying over
ONE,
DROP
. and
Lovins,
Little Wilma and Gene
Berilne, and TomMys'Parker were yin Page Sunday.
Monday with Miss Dorris Jackson. a week with her daughter, Mrs.
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since school cicsed at McCuiston.
in Murray Monday.
Inez Byars is at the bedside of
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Hopkins Cemmodore Orra who has been
Renewed clickly of
are entering Concord school. They
Mr. and • Mrs.' Henry Bilis were her sister, Mrs. J. C. Paschall, who
ing of knitting
are in Hard-in at the bedside of sick but is -Dow better.
Chess
intend its take expression under
Sunday dinner guests cf 'Aunt is ill with flu.
needles, in hands
Mrs. Zora Cochran died Monday.
their grandson, Bobbie Lee Pucksr _arid
_Mrs. Lowry Rains., •
of America's
Sae" ands-Jessie McClure.
' Miss Belle Enoch and her sister.
January 30, at her home one-half .
James
Bad Rid( hits us all so:met:tines ett, who has.. been seriously, ill
knitting mothers'
Mr. and. Mrs. Guthrie Osbron and Airs. Anna Jones, also have flu.
mile west of Crossland. 'My symthem
and grandmothHoyt McClure must think it hit with pnetanonia but is little betLOU..'Bobbie . D.. of near • -Pultf-r- Here's hoping each improves rappathy is extended to .each member
ter.at 'this writing.
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Mitchell and children.
lily Saturday night .
-Happy Jack.'
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ly fetching hand- Howard Pierce, chain store poultry expert.
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y dinMrs. Ben Byars visited Mrs.
James Mac Puckett is 'on the sick
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caster Saturday afternoon.• Mrs.
school there in the church house
Mr. and Mrs. -Claude Thorn-and Miller
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Odie Morris and family spent
unsafe.
and Mrs. Boss Thweatt near New
MrSo 'Freda Lassiter from near Zion.
the cold day 'Tuesday stripping:SoMurray 'visited her parents, the
Donald Skaggs is on the sick
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Art
licensed whiskey truck.
ricultural program.
The following students--heve -been -at this writing.
students are back now and it is Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall, Lenaprofits made in club work.
Lynn and May Downy visited arined guard killed some of the
The county agent's departmentoftesen to compete - in the interLittle Miss Bettie lane Lassiter beginning .to seem like school and Ethel Kuykendalls Mr. and
Many Trimble county, farmers here has been working for long tb
Mrs. Gaylon Morris anel"datighter, Mrs. Siisie Oliver Friday after- bandits. thus saving the truck Of
/-scholastic contest: Interpretative is improved after an illness of again.
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Teat trouble.
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Mrs.. Lernie Jones were Sunday. that had their homes destroyed
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too,
Master
Joe
Miller
of
Lynn
visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. Bernice by fire in this _neighborhood.
First grade: Betty Joe McCuiston,
basketeets come here -Fri..
.
. . •.•
Grove.
Several „folks attended Sunday
Poyner.
,
her.
Moela-Rattarree; Second grade: Joe
-day night, ,Fabruary 3. - to play cur
Mfg, One Key' is on the sick Pat Coleriraii, Dortha Sue Stubble, Mr. and Mrs. Glann Orr, Gaylon school at Lccust Grove Suaday alrd..:
you
field, Ira Dean Elkins. Dora ftat- and Howard visited in-the home- though the day was rainy.
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s he
Master Franklin Holley spent the tarree, Dortha Ann Hendon. Joe of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key last
!vie Bishop was a visitor of his
scaeduled
-pais
night.
Faxonis
.
hem I,
night' With Dick Jones and family Pet Elkins:. third -grade: None; Thursday.
sisters_ Mrs. Truman Oliver Friday
7 to come
Mrs. Lemie Jones, Mrs. Calvin night.
`Thursday _nightr.Fcbruary 9:- Bill Saturday. These's nelhing pleases fourth grade: Mary Frances BucOscaz—"levathan, Clovis Grubbs
----Arnett - will haltir 4eivr-Bfittons• net- tie kids better than a visit with hanan, Charlene Ealey, Betty
ey. Mrs. -Taylor .Holley and
with nude _Dick .arui.-aunt Jennie
tidiest fifth grades_ Mafy-salnn daughters, Berniee and 4settise-atilis and Truman:Oliver_ cut wood last
the Wildcats.
•
-Golden Lock.
Parker, MasVle Faye , McCttisto,n, Mrs. George Jenkins- were Friday '-Wee k.
Mrs. Alice Trevathan visited SatChaster Thomas, Max Farley; Sixth visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
urday afternoort with Oddie Treygrade: Fosteers. Williams, Amy Nell Morris.
••• Masa
-end-Mrs. attars.. s Raftarree: AttiraLemie Jones visited Mrs. Jim WilkWe were, sorry to hear of Eva
Mae Brown, Joe Dick.
May,, Jeohn - Eyerette, Brent ,and
. The junior class it selling candy erson a while Friday. morning.
Morris and Hilda. Jenkins spent Speight Williams leaving for Deand seed in order to raise money
for the entertainment of the sen- one night last week with- Grace troit-. -,
and James Holley.
Ruby . Fay Oliver is going to
iors.
".
Wells Purdom and Garnett Jones have purchased the cleaning plant
Gaylon Morris and Rudolph Key school now at tliF Murray Training
The sit/dent -body has collected
of Tom Crider's, (Tom's Cleaners) and have located their new plant in
$1330 to help in the fight -against were in Crossland Thursday, on School.
.
the new modern building directly behind Dale & Stubblefield's. New
Mr.7and Mrs. Parvin Adams and
isfantile paralysis The eighth business..
(TED
ecnipment has been added to the plant purchased from the Tom's CleanMr. and Mrs. Dorris Lanni:10ns son, Brent; and Maurine Reader
grade, filling 'about four cards,
ers and the establishment is being managed by an experienced perSaturtown
in.
were
visited
tier
Hazel
„parents.
Mr.
near
and
MT.
of
(SET
filled more than any' class. '
sonnel. You can be assured that all garments will be given personal
Effirnie
last
day,
Key,
week.
,
Two new students have been errsupervision. Only experienced hatters, cleaners and dyers are being
ECTS
,-Sweet' Pea.
-Snowball.
•
• .
rolled-in.
,
_ the seventh- and eighth
employed by this new plant. - IF-7---'
amm."'"
n.."411
"
413=1/1115
I-r
grade; -Myrtle- MeCage and Joe
I, ,grr
!Air /,111'!,
4
' "I '1",'"I
Hargis. _Jr.._Twe new- studeritii-haVe
beet enr2Iled in the lower grades:
Wilma Jo Lo-vinS, fifth grade and
Gene Lovins.„, sieend grade.
Due to the ftiertir So much ill-have his .eompass- and other inAn Aviator_does
._
ness the Concord basketball team
iitrUmenis of...navigation tocsafeguard him, hitt
was unable to meet Faxon on the'
IP`
Faxon floor Mat Friday night. Janwhen .groif have paid your money for' 'a- worthless,
uary '27. They will meet HilzeLFri,inclorreCtly issuectinsurance Policy, you inost terday. February 3. •

Dever News

to Address
Sheep Growers
Through, County

'Lynn Grove High
School News

New Codeord High
School

Jones' Mill News

Locust GrOve News

•
NOW OPEN
_

Blind Flying is SAFE

Directly Behind Dale & Stubblefield

compared to

Buying Insurance
Blindfolded!

YOUR PATRONAGE CORDIALLY INVITED
Our Plant Open for Your Inspection at All Times

NOTICE
To Taxpayers

tairilf.have no protection whatever againtit. unseenCalamitiett

LET US SERVE

YOU NOW

Fraiee & Matigin
INSURANCE AGENTS
Phone 331

""It Does Make a Difference
Who Writes' Your inrsurante"

Kirksey to Sponsor
Evening School-For
Non-School Enroiles
KirkseY
s' ciool's agriculture
and heinee./bconoinics departments
planned st
)
tus weeraieries,of evening ,jatday. couilies- to be held ,on
each: Monday and Thursday night
,
,f6rie leaching Vf fundamentals
"Irfoth: thaw subleetS. Eligibles
for 'enrollIiient include all persons
not now enrolled in seheol,
slat! e first meeting is 'scheduled
for'jdonday nights at Cu:clock.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds

i

,
,1

State, County,and School Taxes are Past
-Due. If Not Paid on or Before March
_1, 1939, I Will Be Bound to Collect
6 Per Cent Penalty and -6-4Per
Cent Interest

Telephone 567-

Y'n

• .

Cash and Carry Prices

Overcoats,- Dresses. •
Give Us a-Trial

DON'T FORGET YOUR DOG TAX

Please Pay At Once and Avoid the Rush

-Wells Purdom - Owners - Garnett Jones

L FOX, Sheriff
0

I

THOMAS REDDEN i Manager
a

1

.

•

•

`4"`
-Se.,,`•sa

tta;flinniCAPNI

lait109110.6'nag'

• s

—
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Hazel High School

Ruth Harmon, Eli-eta Lamb.
'IErwin,
rRogfird Dunn, Robert Hendon.
Katherine
Underwood, Nell

Fifteen Jerseys
Find New Homes
On Calloway Farms

Political •
Announcements

s
'
titildred
11onar Ral .
. .
-J.,-/ •
.
toe, LuetUe
Wynns: freshmen.
, The honor roll fo! the fi-st semesFifteen purbred Jersey heifers.
Dorothy Wilson, Imogene Lynn. Its
ter is as toriotv'Us"
' •
'calving in the spring, were pur,,
,. s
Grt•y Nesbitt, Bill Edd Hendon. clutsed
Monday by 141.- Clubsmessis
jhsa
Miller, Ruth ifatTC-vosti, bers, FFA high school boys, and
9p1e trwin.• Mydell tuter:
by farmers of this county. Three
junses Pai-Thel Whit- bor.,,ihy IPatlk_kialeY, -Frances Grubbs, 'Joe
bulls were also purchased. with
(
6 1 Thomas Erwin; eighth glade, Eesae
Adan.
Erie'
Ray TriorrlItift-County Agent J.
r Bailey, Will Frank Steely; sk•venth
T. Cochran in charge of purchases.
Those buying heifers were Willningtiam. Sue Underwood.
iam Adams,- son cf Mr, and Mrs.
Edgar Adams, Hazel; James arid
BOGGESS
Aaanesned --News .
-t-s- The Hazel Lions:Mere- "- defeated Itolitert _Carltoh, MAIg of Mr. and
Mrs. A. 0. Carlton, Kirksey; Lesthe Brewers- -Red Ilirsis.M. 11-ssel.
' 'Saturday niynt' 'Sanitary -28. by a ter,, WiLson. son of Q. D. Wilson,
score of 20-19 in an exciting and Concord; Orbie Culver, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Orbie 'Culver. Sr., Paul
Brewers' second team
Ctilvery son of Mr: and Mrs. Lowell
!won over Hazel's -Cubs by the
Culver', HuttbeS Culver. son of Mr.
of 3013- •
and Mrs. Ivy Culver. all of Brooks
Hazel will plays_ Cisncord here
iday night. FebruirY 3. in the Chapel; Sadie Nell Dyer, daughter
game to be :played in the of 'C. L. Dyer, Faxon: Gaylon
We Sell All Kinds of-Feed last
White, Jr.. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hazel gym this season._
-Gaylon- White, Sr.. Hazel: 0. G.
Phone 441-13th and W. Main,
Folwell. son of L. Folwell, who
bought one lee. Faxon; Dave BurIt pays to read our Classifieds
keen,- Jr.. son' of Mr, and Mrs.
Dave Burkeen. Sr., Murray; Claude
Seller.
Murray: 'George
Hart,
Murray; and Bernie Crouse. Marshall county.
A carload of calves are expected
to be put-chased in the spring.

12CIDEMECJCIODO grade. Mary steel, *r.
PRODUCE
HIGHEST
gain,
Market Prices For ,
Poultry and Eggs 's"re
Heavy Hens . . 15c
_

EICIODEICIElgOOCIR

-4

TELEPHONE 37

to have a fish fry at some csnverrient location and invite the
farmers of the county and their
sons to be our guests.
To inspire in the minds of our
farmer boys a better understanding of. whet "conservation" means.
ate Sportsmen's Club has ordered
for eaetis high school Of the cOunty a year's su6scription to "Field,
-tend - Stream- -and nunttng
Fishing". and copies of thesemagazines will come monthly to
the libraries of these high schools.

Hospital News

Patients admitted to the William
Mason Memorial Hospital during
the past week:
Ida_ Jean Love, Birmingham:
Pearl G. Ford. Tompkinsville; Albert L. Griffin, Covington: Everard
Hicks, Murray; Miss Martha
Ghurchi4Surrasis _ Mrs. _lone _Ups
ton...--Murrass- Raymond Hargrove
Murray: Mrs. Stable Christian, Murray; Mrs. Sam Goodman.
-- -Murray;
LaVerne R. •McWherter, Palmersville. Tenn.; Mrs, Orrial Darnall. •
Benton: .Babbi -Dannie 'Steele.
Hamlin; Mrs. Wells Purodm. Murray: Miss Catherine Gatten. Murray- -airt W. T. Sledd, Sr.. Murray.
d!atients dismissed during the
'week:
Mrs. J: T. Massey. Knight: Annie
Mae Hutchins. Cottage Grove,
Tenn.; Mrs. Rolland Jenks. Murat*: J: G. McKenzie. , Big Sandy,
Tenn.; Raymond Hargrove. Murray;
Mrs. Robert Hall, Benton; Mrs..
Robert' B. Love. Birmingham: Clifford
.
. Waters. pig •Sandy.. Tenn.;
Plres---- Effie B. Crawforid, Bents-re
Mrs 31 T Hughes. Murray; James
D.- Hepper.•Sprtngville. Tenn.: Miss
Mable Wog. Mufray; Mrs. Evan
L. Garret and baby. Murray: Twin
Valentine babies, Puryear. Tenn.;
Miss Martha Churchill. Murray:
MIT Jean -tore. -13trrntrurfaln:.- Baby
Dannie Steelt1": F18111-411:- Mrs. W. -&Bilbrev and baby. Model. Tenn.

Livestock

FREE DELIVERY

4---

47c

Sugar, Pure Cane, 10 lb. bag
Rice, Fancy, 5 lb...4cloth bag

19c

EAST gr. LOUIS, Ins. Feb.
Hogs 8.000 -saleable: -15 .to 2.5c
lower: weights below 170 lbs. mad
above 220 'lbs.:snot established.
sows staasisk to 1.0c-lower: good
and che4c 1713s to 220 lbs. -7.75St
7.90: top 7.90: gsod sows ., 6.40‘f
6.85.
calves 1.000. saleCattle 2000:.
able: odd lot steers about steady
10
Vin;' few hCiferi and mixed
yearlings steady;- cows_ d_T„..rn on
early bids; bulls 15C lower; top
6 ; vealers 25e lower: top 12.25:
sla hter steert 7.001e-12.75: heifers
6.25i 10.75; - -feeder steers 6.09_g_

9
saleable: run, late in
Sheep 1.290 '--ng, few .opening sales steady:
-native slemlesste-city butc-a9,25,9,50: packers talking
e

Lard, Pure H.4Jh carton
FLOUR,24 His. Clear Lake
12c

MEAT for Boiling, lb. .....

81/2c

BEANS; Fancy Navies, 10 lbs. . . 27c
Peas, School Day, 4 No. 2 cans

. 25c

HOMINY,4 No. 2' 2 size cans

25t

*Fr

New Orleans Molasses, gal.

59c

FOR MANY ADDITIONAL GROCERY
BARGAINS SEE OUR CIRCULAR
kir Oater40 -lbs. 30c Ground Oats

C-Aerr-or
I wish to- thanx 'the good people
of Hazel, and all othrs, who were
so kind to me _during my -recent
Dr
tilsce-went
Miller for his iffildrress. Mr. KATY
for the ambulance service. and
Mrs. Maude Orr,- who took me, in
her home when I had no home to
-5 to. ,May God's richest blessbe With each and every one.
Burtie Paschall

Swann's Grocery
24-Phones---25

- $1.45-

Southeast Corner Court
Square
Fancy nGolden Delicious Apples

ChIcVStarter,
8 1-3 lbs.

Eteit-Leather
25c
Collars

20c

$3.99

Best Laying Mash $2.10 Cloth Face Collars 95c
16 . Dairy Feed

$1.35 Best Bridles

$2.49

Keco Pig and Hog
Cheap Bridles
Feed
$1.89
Collar Pads
Salt, 100 lb.thag
85t. Trace Chains, Pr.
Wheat Bran
Feed Oats, 5 bu.

89c
39c

595

. $1.11) 16 ft. Wagon Lines $2.99
$2.20

Flame

Strings

,

10c

Iron Curry Cotnbs .
ffáse and Mule,...
_ feed
$1.30 Haines, Quality, Pr. 93eThr4fYy 24 Dairy $1.45 Back Band Web
10c
Tankage

$3.35 Horse Brusges

15€

Complete Line of Kobe, Common, and
Korean Seed, Seed,Burt Oats

Fancy Washington Winesap
.
20c to 2k
dos
2Se
Evaporated Peaches, 3 lbs.
re-mated Prunes, 3 tbs, for 25c
Evaporated Apricots, 2 lbs. for 30r
Sc
Large Idaho Potatoessils.
lue
Fine Sweet Potatoes, 5
_Texas Seedless Grapefruit, 10, 2.5c
zSc
Larker; 8 for
ltic
Feineys-Tuissipe. IF 114;i:".
Libby% Fancy Crushed Pine2.Se
apple, 9 ox. tall, 3 for
23€
2 lbs. Arleackle Coffee
Peabody Hotel Coffee, packed

....
1 Inspected' Pare

Lai*" AI _lb._ can ._ _ . ..........
Caftans, 4 lb. 40e: 8 lbs.
Balk. lb.
r
Nice Lettuce, Head
554
I Snowdrift. 3 lb. Bucket
SLOS
I 6 lb. Racket
it
13€ Package Corn Rix
23€
If.You Buy 2 %%miles _ _
WANT TO BUY COUNTRY
' BACON AND DRY 71LESIf
Pay In Trade for Eggs'

We Pay Highest Market
Prices For
EGGS, POULTRY,
and CREAM

ER

MURRAY

PRIIDUCECO_ -

East Majile fDepot) St.

Set

YO

wait
Frid
be ,e
Whi
ed

"the
Foul
to b
his
also
Gov.
sent.
befo
in.. 1
sta,y_
the
At
cell
the
_next
- wall

Square

Deal Grocery

PEAS

saA
ck‘45c
1b
0K
AVONDALE 49c4_13
Lyon's Best
lucbk 65c
24Clh.Csa
24 lb. sack 75`
Penick or

Turnip ler Mustard

DOG FEED

2 Pound
Box

COCOA

15c

.4*4-

.•

17 oz.
Can 10`

PEAS 01- CORN
Clock

25c
BREAD

RYE Loaf
10€
20 oz.
2
Loaves 15c

POUND
ROAST

$4.05

BULK
3

Can

Pounds25e-

WHOLE OR HALF
Side
Pound

BACON

25c

• it

10c -'.OLEOPURE PORK /
10Acl_ _SAUSAGE

SQUARES
Pound

_BACON

POUND

POUND

Bulk

BACK BONES

Pound

17c

CATFISH

4e7t. Club CREAMERY
OUND
BUTTER
P
25c

STEAKS

288

FLORIDA

SIZE -

43c...„--

2l252

FE
C
IG
L IN

5c

EACH

ORANGES

_POTATOES
INVEss

1n/
1
4

Eatmore Brand

FILLETS
POUND

48c
SUGAR, Pure Cane, 1046.;
22c
COFFEE, any grind, 2 ths
10c
"Selt; Soda, Matches, 3 for
70c
FLOUR,White Frost, 24 lb. bag
Heinz Fresh Cucumber Pickles,
20c
24 oz. Jar
5c
PRUNES, 40.50 size, lb.
21c
PEANUT BUTTER, Quart
Gaillon Jar Dill
,- 25c
CRACKERS,2 lb. box
13c
Delmonte Crushed PineappleT8 oz
size, 1 for 9c; 3 for
25c
Idaho Irish Potatoes, 1,5 lb. Peck
30c
Choice Dried Apricots, lb.
15c
LARD, bulk, lb.
8/
1
2c
Sausage, Guaranteed Pure Pork,
2 lbs. for
25e
OLEO, Pure Sweet, lb.
-PORK CHOPS,Teen; lb
20c
STEAK,round or loin, lb.
17c

111
19c

Del Monte

Pure Fruit Strawberry, 2 lb. Jar 29c
PRESERVES Blackberry, Raspberry, Cherry 2 lb. Jar 25c
Dole or C. Club PINEAPPLE
3
12Cans
JUICE

16 oz.
Cans 25c

6

. Barbara Ann -TOMATO
CANS
SOUP
4

SUGAR CURED
.

Free Delivery

Aunr•Betty
(rialf.lo
oanfly9'3 for

KROGER or BOZO

OUR MOTHERS

so Hz:

BRE

SYRUP White,

17c
LIFEBUOY SOAP 3 Bars
2 BSmoxaelsl
..19c
15c Lar
RINSO

1- LARD

urray Food Mk t.

Golden, S lb. can 27e 10 lb. 49e
5 lb. can 29c 10 lb. 5:.:c

No. 2
3
Cans 25c

GREENS

BEEF

2

BTAH2

GRAPEFRUIT

100 Pound
Bag

$1.67

80
SIZE

10

YELLOW
ads25c
eibrifLOWERHe2
S

15 Pound
Peck 25c
FOR
25c

•

ONIONS

10 Pcn

g

19c

Pc'undi

29c

-Fancy Hand Picked NAVY

W1NESAP
Pound
5c

APPLES

BEANS

10

WESCO

HEAD
SOLID
Heads
a
FEED BSRHAONiTbs

10,

Each 5C

.7c,i,EAG,

CRACKERS -- --2 Et.13c

G MASH, bag $1.69;\SALT 50 lb. Inc
RY FEED, bag $1.29;_
Block JU

3 Lbs. 25c
FRESH FIG BARS or
SNAPS
Baked GINGER
•
COCOANUT,14 M 2 Pounds

25€

----WESCO GRAHAM-

't! lb.
Pound

-CRACKERS

10c
19c

DRIED
Pound

M

HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR EGGS
Pay 55c Per Bushel in Trade for Shelled Corn
Wanted-Fryer Size Chickens and-Several Pounds
of Black-Eyed Peas

M PECANS Lb

15c

PEACHES

10c

•

4.1.-4•111114144

was

simi
Az
fries
eat
Fi
War
year
out
cabr
cour
Be
fron
Clay
strut
in 1
„prOs
ad'
fries
Whi
TI

3 lb. C CC SPOTLIGHT 3 lb. ACC
25c FRENCH
Pound 19c Bag sh., Pound 17c Bag its)

COFFEE

FLOUR

25c

7

210c Standard Pack
25c pC
a.nc
Cylusb
No. 2 Cans 25c
Cans4
Sifted C.

Cpo.Llub

12-Phones-9109

TI
Gov,
that
-mad
fries

39c

10
POUNDS

EXTRA FANCY
Blue Rose
AByroanridda Ie

Barton's Dyanshine Shoe Polish
19c
Regular 25c'Size
Wheaties, Break't Food of -Champs 10c
Apples, Ark.-Black;red & tart, doz. 10c
10c
Kix, the New Breakfast Food
34c
Swift's Silverleaf Lard,4 lbs.
Peaches, Yellow-Cling, heavy syrup,
14c'
2/
1
2Can
Elastic Starch, Hot or Cold, 3 pkgs. 10c
Charmin Toilet Tissue, It's Borated,
25e
4 Rolls 25c
Maxwell House Coffee, lb.
10c
Heinz Chicken Noodle Soup
21c I
Heinz Chili Sauce, large 12 oz
Heinz Fresh Sliced Cucumber
21c
Pickles, large jar
C. 0. BEECH, Prop

SOAP

NAPTHA

RICE

FREE DELIVERY

PHONE 156

Market

exec

Ifirgit'lltrV""
•

tir'77'1:"fe.

_

-

L.`

"F
MI

.
_At
TFhoeod

so:
-v.rastieves.....404-wrenvv-

CI

BARS
FELS

AD

Fresh„Crisp,-2 lb. box

Ni

11111111111111111111111111111111

FOOD MARKET
20c
Heinz Catsup, Large
„NAVY BEANS,10 lbs.
33c
• 411340Krey's Pure Lard , _... . 39c
-Orangefloride,25c
GRAPEFR T, 10 for
Fresh Pork-Br
10c
lb. . . . . . .
BACON,Sliced, No kind,lb.
25c
15c
Fancy Tiny Peas, No. 2
CRACKERS, 2
Box15c
Toilet Tissue, Good Quality, 6 for 23c
plo. 2 Lamp Chimney
eoc
HEAVY MOPS '
`)14
25c
Fancy Mixed Cookies, lb. pkg.
20c
Wheaties,-2,pkgs., 1 pkg. Kix,
40t %Niue
25c
Heinz Fresh Cucumber Pickles,
Large Size
23c
Good Matches or Arm & Hammer
Soda, 3 pkgs.
-•=i0c
No.2 Tomatoes or 2' 2 Hominy,2for 15c

•.=

.4114.•

tI i-TOLLEY81.CARSON

Ss.

seal

Chiropractic: The science that
These publications are stlibng sup- min or boy is welcome tp our.
makes people well aud
porters, of the conservation pro- meetings whether he pays the dues
THE PUBLIC VOICE gram tn all of Arnorfea. Our boys or not. • 'Inc cum now. has 76 I-4111happy,
Contributioni to this column - sand our girlseNvill enjoy reading bers and at our nexteneetingsreess.
Amon topics of interest are alDR. W. C. OAKLEY
these splendid magazines.
day night, February 7, we hope to
•
The Ledger & Times is authorways welcome They do not
ized to announce the following
necessarily _express Or* vies')
One ,purpose of the 'club is to have a membership of 100.
'bluropractor
of this newspaper.
see that our splendid streams are • •When' the Gilbertsville Pool -candidates. subject to the motion of
--Murray'
Main
West
the
Me
Democratic
ItrifilarYs__Ww4a..Y!'
ss--steekteds-wids- the-proper fish. and fills with water. Calloway cissinty„
August 5, 1939.
CONSERVATION OF GAME
our fields.and wsocis may shelter 'will have as fine fishing as any
Murray:Mon., Wed., & Fri. P. M.
STATE SENATOR
The Callowey County Sports- birds, coons, opossums and other county in the United States, and
Benton: Tues., Thurs. & Sat.
3rd Senatorial *District
men's Clubrdesires- to enlist the co- game. Calloway county is for- .for that reason we should have a
KELSEY R. CUMMINS,
operation of eyes's, farmer and tunate in its wonderful streams, strong county organization for the
every flute-el'ssrn in this, good like Blood River and Clarks River.. preservation of our game and fish.
county.,,e clu realizes this; eue- as well as some fine creeks that A proper 'program ois conserveservation is not the task of a few should abound with fish.
non will bring baelc to the future
mels, in and near Murray btil the
The Department of Cunservatisn manhood of America some of the
job cf every redsbluodeil man and of our great state Will furnish these same sport in hunting and fishing
boy among' ust Some a us are fish and game if a county organi- that our fathers enjoyed.
old enough to have had watad-4:1"- zation will assure the authorities
Of course the club • will steed
ful hunting
id fishing in our that a proper care will bes given always for the observance of the
boyhood days and it will be piss: to them. :Most every farmer would game and fish, laws of our State.
ible fur cur I sons te have these be glad to have sum,e quails on his Any real mah thinki more of himsame. plea.sures if we will con- farm, and within a short while self when he carefully. observes
serve the game and fish •of our these birds win so increase that it the laws- cf his land and country.
s
.
driod county.
will be a reel joy to our boys and
The club invites you to the meetIn the first place the club wishes men to hunt., them during the ing next Tuesday night at 130
to assure the farmers, whose- fields hunting Season.
o'clock.
and forests make any game possJ. MACK JENKINS
The club meets at the City Hall
YOU CAN OWN a corn
ible, that their ownership of the in Murray on the first
and third
piece net of lovely Lady Loris
fish and game on their premises_ Ilriesday nights of each month and
Silverware through small regorei
will be thoreughly respected.
NEW WELLS Piriii3031
every man and boy in the county
daily purchases at your neighbor
If any hunter has not, had a -who is' interested In wild life,
hood..Kgragag .tnit. Th.
ware is heavily plated for longer
praiser sregard for the rights of the hunting or fishing, or any form of
Mr. and Mrs. Wells Purdom are
weer --guaranteed to give
farmers In the puts We regret that. conservation: is invited to become the jubilant father
and mother of
faction in family use or we will
and onespurpose ot the club is to a member. The dues of the orreplacirany prei.e.tree Ask your
a new son, who was born last night
cultivate a - better understanding ganization are $1 per year but any
Kroger Manager lee. detatla.
at the Mason hospital,
VIII
between the hunters and the land
The lad has been christened
owners of the county. It .1e..4he
•
Is.'
Wells. Jr:
hope of the clubsat some later date

s

•

5.

•

•••11r...44`...*

ror

"Ots

so'

•

•
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SECTION TWO
Four Pages
M.

New Series No. 614

The old man was stirring in his
sleep: Warner hit him with the
hammer, twice, a third time. It
Was• over. .
The 'three carried the body to
the garage to where Clay's auto-mobile Scrod,' Then back to -the
cedar tree to get Clay's body, but
Clay was not dead yel.
Sets Execution Date A.Feb- A piece of wood was nearby.
Jeffries used.it on Clay's head.
ruary 10 for Sylvester
Then Warner used a...piece of iron
Warner
DTI clay's head. They beat his
head into a pulp, and after a while
he ceased, to breathe. They left
YOUTH HAD BEEN IN
DEATH HOUSE 4 YEARS John aid his son side by side on
the ground and went back into the
Sylvester Warner's 4-year-long house.
Five rings, a wrist watch, Clay's
wait in Eddyville -Prison will end
Friday, February 10. when he will goldier's pension, a rain-coat, three
be .electrocuted for murdering Clay overcoats -and 911 was the loot.
White, Gov. A. B. Chandler order- Then back to the bodies.
They wrapped the elder White's
ed Friday, denying clemency.
Warner has been known as crushed head in a shroud-using
"the forgotten man at Eddyville. his underwear and a sheet. His
Four years ago he was sentenced shirt they left on his body. John's
to be elctrocuted. Huston Jeffries, body went into the rumble seat of
his accomplice in the crime, was Clay's car just as he had fallen.
also sentenced to be executed. bot Then Warner, Jeffries and Hardin
Gov. Ruby Laffoon commuted his drove the two victims to a burial
sentence to life,imprisonment. Just place Warner and Jeffries had
a water
'before Warner/was to be strapped selected the day before
in.,. the chair. Laffoon ordered a hole in Green River.
There they tied wire around the
of-execution so he could study
stay
:
waists of the two men and a
the case.
And Warner lived in the death 50-pound iron weight to keen them
cell for four years, not knowing down. - Theu they .used a pole for
the moment his time would come a skid to 'push the bbees into the
next.. as. he. _ watched 25 persons Hier. Then they 'left.
A trapper on Green Rivei"-tht
walk -through the door into the
execution chamber to their death. next 'morning saw a pole in the
The case was brought -before water not far from his trap. He
Governor Chandler. who declared thought someone had been molestthat because Governor Laffoon had ing his trap, and tried to remove
-made a mistake in commuting Jef- the pole; Something held it down,
fries' sentence to life imprisonment but he got it far enough out of
was no reason he should make a the water to see, a white cloth. He
similar error in regard to Warner. went for help.
And indeed Warneer -and--Jef- . He and _his _helper _could not lift
fries' crime was Among the bidcit- it. but while they pulled a huma
head came to the surface. Someest in State -ihistory.
Five years and.tterririonths ag1N, one recognized the white beard of
Warner and Jeffries, with a 16- John .White, add they went to the
year-old boy, Carl Hardin: -dealt White home. Hammer, shotgun,
out death to two old men in a iron and wooden club, trails of
cabin near Green River in Casey blood, furniture overturned in the
search, Clay's hat wliere.,,it fell
county.
Beside a cedar tree in White's when he was strucl-ail these
front yard. while Jeffries teliced to were found.
That Was what happened. All
Clay White at night,. Warner
• struck with a' hammer_ and bashed :three were conyicled. but Hardin
in White's skull.. Jeffries hit the was given life by the jury. Jef4pr6strate Clay a head blow with` fries' terr6 was commuted. Warner
air iron club, and Warner and Jef- was "forgotten".
fries went -inside where "old man' But if present. State decisions are
White", 80, lay in bed.
carried out, he will be electroThe lamp had been extinguished. cuted Friday, February 10.-

BIBLE INSTITUTE

CHANDLER RULES
"FORGOTTEN MAN"
1r MUST PAY HIS DUE

Just Arrived...

9,000 Rolls

Including The

FAMOLIS.IMPERIAL WASHABLE

APER
•It's

Washable

•It's

Durable

• It's

Fadeproof

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon February 2, 1939

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WE,EK

40. LA's BeSAASift4i
•It's Inexpensive
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Blood River Group
To Meet Feb. 9
At Locust Grove

Baptist Unions
_ to IVieet This Week

Dr: J. R. Wr9ther
Sends-- essage

Pocahantas, Ark.
Mrs. Mary Caroline Bolen, known
to all at Pocahantas, as "Granny,"
was 101 years old Friday, December 30.
She was born at New Concord,
Ky., December 30, 1837. She was
the oldest child in a group of 10,
six girls and four boys. All of
her brothers and sisters have peen
dead many years.
"Granny," though old
,
,
years,
is young in spirt,rlsd nothing
gives her more en
mint than o
hes. triesssie:_crat .and ...chat
with her: She loves to tell her visitors about the fine health she
enjoys and never fails to assure
them that her vision is mighty
good fen. one of her age. When
the was young. she tells them she
was rather frail and therefore made
It a practice to 'take extra, good
care of herself, and watch her personal welfare from a health standpoint. A year ago, on her 100th
inthday Abe citighag.a._Pocahantas
made her a birthday present of
$100 in cash. The entire town is
proud of her because 'she-seems
/Ike sona-arthe-pillanial- WITT,40WA.
She with her husband4and family,
came to ,Pocahantas 57 years ago.
Her husband, who was James N.
Bolen, a captain in the Civil War,
Once owned and published the local
newspaper. Memories of the Civil
War are real to her and she recalls vividly many ,events of that
great coital& A daughter, Mrs.
Ella Schoenover, With Whom
-Granny" now makes her'home,
was old enough at the time of the
Civil War also to remember it.

i

/
service in the ChM' War under
General Forrest. .Me was captured
at Fort DonelsOn and was held a
prisoner at, Johnson's Island until
the end pKthe war when he gained
his fj4dom through the general
FARM BUREAU TO MEET
nge of prisoners.
'Granny" recalls that her husThe board of directors- of the
band was not only a soldier, but
was a horseman of distinction. She Calloway county farm bureau will
relates an incident- in connection meet Saturday afternoon at 1:30
the courthouse, Miss Frances
with her husband add a horse in
Whitnell, secretary, ssid today.
which he used during the ,war.
ccordina to.. her stor,y, there was
a man living near Murray who
owned a fine horse of Arabian
stock. However, -the horse was
more than his owner could manage, the animal seemed determined
that he wrruld not be conquered by
mere man. As a result' everybody
was afraid-9f the -horse, Hie owner.
knowing that Captain Bolen was
a lover of fine horses, • sent him
-word that the horse was his dwn,
a free gift, if he would take it.
Cagabain-Boler. .ceepted the offer;
After rrilich .-pergtrasion and bonghours of tireles_effort, he finally
eon-Wised the horse that there was
-grateaw-, the-two could net- heir''
friends. The horse gave in to him,
and Captain Bolen named hiin
"Jim." The' soldiers said, a strong
bond of friendship grew between
the man and Old Jim, but nobody
else could handle the horse. He
would have but one master.

selected with sare.and discrimination. Our selection is UNSURPASSED both in Beauty, amid Variety. And of course, WIT of the highest quality. We
•
Guarantee Your Complete SatiSfaction.

WitiPitiier-Feiltoll As Low As . . 5c

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.
North Fourth Street
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Phone 323

Bronehial Coughs Need Creomulsion

Just a COMMoh cough, a chest
cold, or a bronchial irritation of today may lead to serious trouble US.
morrow. They may be relieved now
With Crcomulsion, an emulsified
Creosote that is pleasant to lase.
Creomulsion is a medicinal cornbination designed to aid nature in
soothing and healing infected mucous membranes by allaying irritatkon and inflanunation and by
aiding in loosening and expelling
germ-laden phlegm.
The Medical Profession has for
generations recognised the beneficial effect of Beechwood CreOsote in
the treatment of coughs,chest colds,
and bronchial irritations. A special
process was worked out by a chem1st, for blending Creosote with other

—rre.;:omarror---

••
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"Winter Garden" to
Be Given by AAUW
"The Winter Garden," a dance
recital to be presented by students
of Miss Krystal Smith, will be presented in the auditorium of Murray State College Friday evening.
February 10.
It formerly was scheduled for
an earlier, date. The recital is sponsored by the American Association
of University Women here for the
benefit of their fellowship and
scholarship funds.
It pays So read our Classifieds

Sunday, February 5, 1939
This is the regelar monthly
communion Sunday and the pastor will preach at the morning
worship hour on "The Lord's Supper, its origin, its purpose and its
communicants." It is gratifying
that so' many...of our people come
to the Lord's Table at our communion services. The pastor will
preach also at the evenihg worship
hour, 7:15 o'clock. Our stewards
are called to meet at the church,
on Monday night, to make plans
for the first quarterly 'conference,
to be held at the church on Wednesday night, February 15.
urge our people to cooperate fully
in the financial program of the
church that we may continue our
good custom of "paying as we go."
That has been our rule for two
years.
The Sunday-school, at 9-.30. Under
the supervision of Judge C. A.
Hale. is for those of all ages and
stations in life,- r No one is ever
too 'old or too wiseto stay away
from Sunday-school. It will lie4lp
you in 'every way.
young pr'upist,
meeting at 6:30 under wise supervision, find in these meetings excellent _opportunities for development not only of Christian character but of their minds as well. Why
not give your children the advantages of ,these meetings.
We welcome all strangers to
worship with us. 4 We will try to
Make you feel "at hqine".
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor

ingredients so that no in CreomulVto
ee
ricKou get a good dose of genuine
Wood Creosote which is peatable and may be taken frequently
by both adults and children.
Creomulsion is one preparation
that goes to the Very seat of the trouble to help loosen and expel germladen-phlegm, 'tert-e.eughs, chest
colds and bronchial troutyles-due to
common colds-hang on, get a bottle
of Creomulsion from your druggist,
use It as directed and if you are not
satisfied with the relief obtained,
the druggist is authorized to refund
your money. Creomulsion is one
word, ask for it plainly,see that the
name on the bottle is Creomulsion,
arid you'll get the genuine product
and the relief you want. (Adv.)

CVII;
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At the suggestion of President
James H. Richmorig - of Murray
College, Waylon Rayburn. chairMan of the Callowdy county come..
President's Birthday, postponed the
infantile paralysis benefit banquet
and ball, scheduled for Monday
night at the 'college., until late in
February, possibly,- the 25th.
President Ricbtfiond's recommendation came ,after Monday broke
cloudy and damp, and provided,
he felt,''an unsatisfactory atmophere". for the program at this
Many students at the dormitory
Were ill with colds, and it was
belleved_postponernent of the planned festivities might prevent a
further spread.
More than 200 tickets had been
sold - for the banquet and as many
for the ball, the two celebration
features of :which the college
was to be host.
Rayburn made it plain, however,
the postponement was only'-temporary, and the celebration will
be held.
,
"
College officials said today,aa tem.
ry infirmary with a ptiCisician
and nurse has been set up cirirthe
first floor at Wells Hall, and is
keeping the indispositions under
control. About 20 Students are
111, but were much improved today.
_
In Lyon county, farmers planning larger strawberry acreages
also expect to increase profits
through cooperative sale.

DE SOTO'S NEW

•

STYLE CAR
NEW!.DIFFERENT!..EXCITING!
T__T ER E'S tomorrow's car to11 day! Streamline Styled
...modern asan airliner.Much
smarter...much bigger...
much safer! Luxurious inside
and out...with a long list of
amazing new value features.
And it'sstillpripadjustabove
the lowest. '
You'll have lb ride in this
new De Soto...drive it...to appreciate how much it gives
you for your car dollar. See
De Soto...now on display!

Mother Knows Best . ..

Too Bad for Irishman
An Irishman in the company
begged Bolen repeatedly to let him
try _riding Old Jim. But Bolen
told blin 'no and warned him that
he bed better- stay away from the
horse beeause he might get hurt_
Born Before Mexican War
Mrs. Bolen. born several years HoweVer, Captain Bolin became ill
prior to the Mexican War, was and for a time was confined to
nearly 24 years old when the great his quarters. New.. thought the
Conflict between the North and
Sotath began. Captain Bolen saw (See "Callaway Woman". Page 4)

I T'S IMPORTANT to the beatsty of the interior
of Yotir borne that you use Fine Wallpapers . . .

trsiown among local people, in a
letter to J. T. Wanis & Son this
iseek ,said:
"Tell 01/1 Fa.gle, Hiram Pinner
the Waldrops and the Wrathers
am still on praying grounds and
pleading terms, running. on High.
saved by grace, and bound for the
promised land."
The Ledger & Times is always
glad to hear from eld'Callowayans.

Volume

METHODIST CHURCH NOTES

"A raw, who will not /lee will make hitt
John S. Neal and Raleigh Meloari,
foes flee."
publishers-of the-Ledger tt.
9:30 a. m.-Sunday School
N.-F. Lassiter, Supt.
JANUARY
and Mrs. Wean who accompan-10:50 a. m.-Sermon
Carroll Hubbard: Pastor
28-Win.McKinl=dsat
ein.
ied them, returned Saturday night
oi the Untied
7:00 p, m.-Sermon
Carroll Hubbard, Pastor
from Louisville where they had
1843.
attended the annual winter conMosidaY; Feb. 13
10--The German steamer.
ference of the Kentucky Press As2:00 ri, m.-"Crosses and Crowns"
Sol,
S. T. Skaggs
'Elba."sunk. 1895.
sociation.
3:00 p. m.-"The True Mission of the True Church"
0. M. Shultz
As one
ale principal speakers
7:00 p. m.-"The Disciple Whom Jesus Loved"
/
1
.
4
91-Second
S. T. Skaggs
Pan-Americcrn
on the program, Neal told the ediConference ended, 1902.
8:00 p. m.-"Why We Observe the First Day of the
tors that the newspaper /should be
,Week"
- .112401ART
O
the ineyirig spirit behind civic en1-The baffle of Bachelor's
Tuesday,,Feb. 14
Creek was fought 1864.
terprise and that the editor should
10:00 a. m.-Sermon
be_a prominent figure in all such
/George Ragland
11:00 a. m-"Handling God's Money"
activities.
1---Seriousearthquakerocks
'
0. M. Shultz
Japan. 1703.
2:00 p. m.--Sermon
He discussed the many ways in
!George Ragland
3:00 p. m.-"The Church the Lord's Executive"
which editors of smaill-trign - pub0. M. Shultz
S-Woodrow W,lsod,an
7:00 p. m.-Sermon
lications could dress up their pubtune President of U. S.
George. Ragland
died. 1924.
lications, lie listed home, church,
8:00 p .m.--"The Churches in Ephe'sians"
W. C. Taylor
social, political, school and ocom4
-Thu
t
Amen=
Meet
car
Wednesday, Feb. 15
mercial fields as lively ones for
tine began 1832.
wise
10:00sks m.-"The God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob"
W. C. Taylor
the development of news.
11:00 a. m.-Sermon
George Ragland
"Some of your home community
2:00 p. m.-"Rebunding Missionary Motives"
•
W. C. Taylor
housewives can write better rec3:00 p. m.-Sermon
ipes than a lot of the writers whose
4J George Ragland
7:00 p. m.-"Brazilian Baptist Womanhood!'
W.C. Taylor
copy is Syndicated. It will pay you
8:00 p. m.-Sermon
George Ragland
to' encourage such talent," he said
He urged- backing of all cieic
Thursday, Fels.
movements, Boy Scout -ikoric
The
peridocial
meeting
of
the
10:00 a.'m.--the Changeless Christ"
E. C. Xevens
club programs, church acliVities,
11:00 a. m.-"The Christian's God"
H. S. Summers Blood River Association, an or- and other
valuable fields of enganization
of
Baptist
churches
in
2:00 p. m.-"The Stewardship of arristian Conduct"
_ E. C. Stevens
deavor.
3:00 p. m.-"The Baptist Ministry in Brazil"
W. C. Taylor Western Kentucky, will convene at
7:00 p. m.---The- Christian's BookH. S. Summers Locust Grove Thursday, February
8:00 p. m.--"Stirring the Eagle's Nest"
E. C. Stevens 9, beginning at 10 o'clock and lasting until 3:30.
Friday, Feb. 17
The meeting will -be in accord
10:00 a. m.7-"The Christian's Passion"
H S. Summers with the cooperative work of
The Baptist Training Union
11:00 a. m.-"Our Orphan Children"
J. G. Barbe Southern Baptists of which the
)2:00 p. m.--"The Christian's Security"
- forces of Kentucky will meet at
, H. S. Summers Blood Rivei group is a unit.
3:00 p. m.-"Christ Living in Me"
The Rev. Sam P. Martin, Mur Campbellsville, Friday and Satur4.. E. C. Stevens
7:00 p. m.-"Our Orphan Children"
J. G. Barbe ray, - moderator for the Association, day of this week for the fourth
8:00 p. m.-"Recovery that Pays"
E. C. Stevens will be in charge of the meeting. state meeting of as,s,ociational officers and workers since January
It is a rare privilege that comes to our church and; to the people of
1, 1936.
Murray and surrounding communities in being able to attend such a'
This meeting will be held to repreaching program as this. All are cordially. invited to share with us
view progresli that has been made
the ministry of these men of God. Our church gladly entertains all who
in the Five Year Promotional Procome. Wet with us in the Murray Institute! ..
Th. -J. R. litrather, of Amarillo, gram of Baptist Training Union
CARROLL HUBBARD, Pastor
Texas, ferineriy practicing physi- forces and to make plans for 1939,
cian of,this county, who was born which is the fourth year of the
and,-'raised here,' and very' well Five Year Program.

Sunday, Feb.712

County. Woman Has Had
Colorful Career in Arkansas

$1.50 a
$2.00

President's'Ball Postponed;
Bad Weather, Colds-Cause

----Discusses "Developing News" at
Annual Kentucky Frees Association Convention

Murray,'Ky...
Feb7=12-17, 1939

a: year in Calloway
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
year elsewhere is
the State of Kentucky.
year to spy address
a
other
than above.

- -4

Neal is Speaker
At State Meeting

Memorial Baptist Church

$1.nn

NEW HANDY-SHIFT—mounted righ ton the
steering post. Makes gear-shifring easier.
No"wobble-stick"—more leg room?

STILL PRICED JUST ABOVE THE LOWEST!

THIS Git8A NEW DESOTO brings you modern luxury at a low price.
Streamline Styling, New Handy-Shift,New Sofa-Wide Seats, NesPeeformance,New Economy...and many more extra-value features.

Easy-to-Read Table of New De Soto Features!

When She Gives Her
Children Sunburst Milk!
A'sufficient quantity of milk daily is necessary or
the maintenance of health anti energy—particularly in children. Sunburst Pasteurized Milk is milk
in its mast beneficial form. It's tested for pus-IV-,
quality and flavor. It's fresh from the farm when
you get it. These facts make Sunburst what it is
. . . the finest milk in Murray!
What great change has taken
the Middle Agee

piece in

L-20New Streamline Styling- 17-7(New Futf-View Windshield- Wide-Range Safety Headhigher, wider! Blind spots
lights set flushinfendersfor safer gone. Constant-Speed Electric
night driving.
Windshield Wipers clear tworr"
-Streamlined Luggage Locker thirds of windshield area.
• -eliminates trunk bustle- 1, /Rye Spoods Forward-with
23 cubic feet of space.
1..1%.'..1 Perfected Automatic OverITAl New Bandy-Shift- moo n ted drive,optional at extra cost.New
- on steering post. Easier performance, new economy!
shifting. More room.
93 N.P.,Sapar-Econoosy
New Ride Formula-Air• plane-type Shock Absorbers. Rubber Float.Bedy Mountings cushion bumps and Jars:

milk distribution since

During the Middle Ages daitying thrived, but instead of
milk being delivered ti homes In containers as is now the
case, the cows were driven from house to house and milk'
ed for the customers.

gins—Non-Slam Doors..
Safety-Signal Speedometer...'
Durasheen Finish...Hydraulic
Brakes-Safety-Steel Body.

SEE YOUR

EIESOTO DEALER
FOR A GREAT CAR _FINE SERVICE AND A SQUARE

Murray Milk Products Co.

MURRAY MOTOR COMPANY
L. W. LENNOX, Prop.
512 West Main Street
,

Telephone 191

DEAL

Phone 233
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The celebration will' open -with a
gretted to give up their books,
I
heap. His salary Is $32.87 a day-ceremony at the flag Pole, with
are glad to report Miss
poor man!?? I go to "town" and
a tiring squad which will fire a
Nell Las has sufficiently re.
stay all day, and get by on a 10c
• r covered from ton.silitis to be able
salute over the cemetery. The salConsolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway TirIWW, and The
bowl of soup. Now Governor, do
Establishment of a World CounPatna. little daughter or Mr.
Times-Herald. October Ill 1996
.
to
return
to
school. at //lino.
ute will hefollowed by -taps,worry though your rewards
not
0
)
cil
of
Churches,
uniting
for the
Published by The Cathoway- Publishing Company, In,c
We are sorry to hear that Henry and Mrs. Leon Hicks has a severe are few; remember that the giant
after which one of the local pastors first time ie history
virtually all
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
Neal is no better at this writing. cold with fever and her feet and oak was once a nut like you. '
will offer the benediction and a the Christian Churches of
Temple. Texas
the
Polie Duncan sold a young mule legs are swollen. Dr. Victor Stark
Herbert Lax will fill his regusmall
child
will
give
the
"Pledge
Pubhahers
world, with the. exception of the
R. FL Meows and John S. Neal
January 30, 1909
has been called.
on Fourth Monday.
lar appointment at Goshen M. E.
NEV
to the Colura."
-'111ditor and Advertising Manager Editor Ledger and Times:
John S. Neal
Roman
Catholic
Church, was
Richard
the
sick
Mills
is
on
Mr. 'and Mrs. J. K. Elkins, of
church Sunday at 10:45 a. as I
--The
The congregation will then as- hrsught,a step nearer realization at
list
While I subscribed for your paws
and
could
not
go
to
school
Entered at the Postoffice. Murray. Kentucky, as secend Class mad matter.
Paducah, were in this county again
always call everybody by their
Spanis
in order to hear regularly from semble at the place designed where the third .World Missionary Con- last week attending to business at Kirksey last week. Bronchitis
first name. Money could nut hire
fall al
my old home_ town and county. I the regular ceremony of the pro- ference at Tambarani, southern and were guests in the homes of was the uninvited ailment. In roe to call a woman "Aunt", even
threats
gamut
do not fail to read your editorials. gram will he conducted. Prayer suburb of Madras, in India, this Mrs. Elkins' son and daughter, the meantime, his young full- if she is 91 years old. And, anforefro
will
be
offered,
week.
followed
by
music
blooded
Jersey
cow
died
of
conI find them worthwhile without
Luther Lawrence, and Mrs. Lawotherthing, never tell anyone that
Econet
ICNAI. IllATORIAL exception. But the 'leader In your by the Odd Fr-Bows Band et
rence, and Mrs. Polie Duntinkhind jestion, leaving a 3-week old baby they look bad or old, unless you
tion r
Clarksville.
W.
W.
Luckett,
calf.
repreEvidence
that
ASSOCIATION last issue is par excellence, espec
an .organised ring Mr. Duncan.
aim to inherit ;peir eternal conlung as,
senting the National Park Service of
/935 ially in its opening .sentence,
livestock
thieves
operated
We are sorry indeed-to learn
tempt!
_
than a
refused
to
I
and
Superintendent of Shiloh Na- throughout,' Hickman county in that Solon Duncan is---suffering
the
around
this thing best or might -it be
can
-go
fellow
A
certain
go to Murray
oacA111113-7iaLTIT. it
harmful to the-- people?
If all tional Park. will deliver an ad- 1P38 and stole cattle and hogs with his _head again._ A.physician
meets
Saturday after- world in an airplane .for the modvalued it-c more than $3.000 from was called to see him last Sunday.
dress
followed
by
addresses
by
Sam
seriops
After
$2,308.33.
of
est
sum
medic
noon, afeard to
Subscription Rates,-In First CongressiOnal District and Henry and writers and s'peakerst would ask Brewster, director of state
farmers probably will be the most We hive he will soon recover.
parks,
decline
to
accept
consideration
I
Stewart .aunties. Tenn.. 91 00 a year. Kentuelte. $1.50, RLsewhere $2.00. themselves this' queition - before
Mr. an
face the cloudy
Iva Nell Duncan was taken
Advertising Rates and Irdormation alscaut Calloway Coat' matket" writing or speaking most of them who will discuss "Tennessee State imp,:rtant matter to he considered
tog alt
weather and a the proposition.-"Eagle".
.
by the grand jury when it is home from school sick last FriPark
furnished upon appliCallian,
Systems,"
James
F.
Cooke,
tore t
would be saved many regrets and
cold East wind.
called into session for the FebFreigh
the hearing and reading public State Commandser of the American _ruary term of Itirekmau circuit Slay but she is improving nicely
Besides, like
doctrine.
at
this
Legion,
and
writing.
Lyle B. Chenze-prottithree :
Bo one Hicks'
The Scouts are celebrating this would be better eff. More than ment
court
byJudge
L.
L.
Hindman.
The neighbors will gather, cut
lawyer of 'Trenton; -Tenn..
pected
old blue mule,
hnee in life have I wished to reFebruary 43-1* as many-informed occasion with a message that
and haul wood fur Mr. and Mrs.
I had my head
HERE
EXPERT
call something said. I presume most and a native son of Dover, will also
SHIELD
above
.
American
Carries
on
, folks know already. is. Boy Scout -"Clecatting
Congress Friday approved Presi- Solon Duncan Tuesday.
speak.
tied down to
goods
H. M. 131111111AN, widely known
week, eehsesatmh the zite whimsy' Idells":, ideals of service arid co- public speakers and writers could
dent Roosevelt's Relief Bill in its
-Kentucky Tiller
General J. W. Rice, colorful
my forefoot, hamahackled. Now I expert of Obitegto,
--pace 1
ot pMe . Boys scouts 4.. AmtrioL.,*,, operation. tolerance ansl religious truthfulaly say the same. Your 'coraltered forin that slashes it from
-year-old
Dover
wonder
Cobbattorney,
what
be
at
will
be
Bill
the
Levan
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and
satisfy
- motemetri that has alreadY. 'ap- ativilliltion' and heillade-te the '
re respondents - have Ilie 'benefit of master of ceremonies. The "Gen- $875,000.000 to $725,000,000, a cut
y, saw,
,
the "three Curds" know about it? can. Sanas)
mend.
February 11 - ant
liat trust 9 A. M.
Politician%
Diary
pealed to 8400.060 American boys sponsibilities and privileges of par- your criticism, and Pessible dele- eral" is a familiar figure
of
$125.000,000.
It
seems
that
the
Paducah paper to 6 P. als
in,the role
into hi
.hticipating citizenship. It is a wel- tion of that which is objectionable,
and men
has
it
in
for
of master of ceremonies at inacGovernor Chandler.
Mr. Shevnan says: The Zoetic
cernbei
A Texas politician at Fort Worth
The. Murray Scouts will begin lx.Me Punent for the future of but ye editor has no one to stand tions
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jog
Gen
a
Francisco
improveand Francis's Insurgent
Blamed him for delay of Old Age Shield is a werneneouS
a tumia.
of this nature. He was 11
cent a
recently filed a report of his' ex- Assistance
their celebration Sunday. February American democracy that more between his mistakes and an unchecks and the -Forgot- ment over all former methods, efyears old during the time of the legions Friday occupied Barcelona,
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FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Training School

youth life especially, is a devout
friend to all ages. Brother Gillespie will be earnestly supported
in his leadership by the pastor,
Ralph Churchill, the local Student
secretary,' on the, college campus.
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A most cordial invitation is extended to everyone in and around
Murray to attend all meetings at
the - hour announced. We will- be
on the lookout for you and your
friends at every service.
-- Sincerely,
Sam P. Martin, Pastor.
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'Miss Frisby, English teacher, is tianity.
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The winning of the Christian
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lung as war remains a threat rather
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the forensic division. The tryouts church life and endeavor.
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Lord's Day: Bible Study at 9:45 Robert...0ra-, Blanche Hendon, WilMr. and Mrs. Homeowner are buy- paper and cocktail forks .
.
speaking, diacussien both. in junior
To bring the youth and the adult a. m.; Worship at- 10:50 a. m. and
ing about ,10 per cent more furni- Shower head with special attachlodean Thurman and Mary Alice
and senior high schools and a new together in an effort to build 7:15 p. m.
ture than they did last January. ment so that milady's favorite
Winchester; seventh grade: John
addition, radio speaking.
church life more definitely -along
Freight car loadings for the' first bath salts may join the shower ...
Wednesday: Bible Study at 7 Edd Johnson and Leon ,Wincbester.
The debate team was scheduled Christian and Bible
lines, and to g.m.
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to meet. Mayfield in a decision deremember the work of a New
pected to be about 10 per cent a flashlight on the end that will
DOES BLADDER IRRITATION
The topic for Sunday manias
bate, Tueshayl' January 31, with
Testament church requires that will be, "The Wise
above a year ago, indicating that withstand any amount of rough
Man' Versus Wake You tip? Its not normal. Its
Rutherford Morgan and Billy Lipnature's
Warning "Danger Ahead."
everyone redeemed by Jesus Christ the Fool". The wise man follows
goods are being movedat a faster handling . . . A "skate-o-meter"
ford 'debating the negative aide of
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give
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ana
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All-wise
February 7, and Tilghman of Painto life insurance, the gain in De- ing the day . . . New all-plastic Lynne Carver and Barry Mackay in "A Christmas Carol" ducah on February 9, and the with all other members of the God. The wise man builds upon the irritation resulting in, getting
up nights, frequent or scanty flow,
cember being more than 5 per heel for womens' shoes.
which starts at the Capitol Theatre Sunday.
county tournament Friday and Sat- church regardless of age, to the the rock; the fool builds on the burning, backache or leg pains.
• •.• •
cent above a year ago.
urday, February 24 and 25 at Mur- great task of building a church sand. "And they that be wise Just say Bultets (25c) to any drug-,
REFLECTIONS—Today in this
life that will honor the Lord Jesus shall shine as the brightness of gist. Locally at Dale Se Stubbleray High School.
field's,
Although the Colts do not play Christlizrearrying out to the ends the firmament-, "The wise man's
WASHINGTON — Encouraging country, the Department of Comearth beginning right here eyes are in his head:, but the fool
enough conference foes to officia4s..14
footnotes to the movement for 're- merce reports, there are over 500
We were very sorry to hear of ly win the Purchase Athletic Con- A Mufray. His last message as walketh- in darkness."
conciliation between_ labor and plants and some 12,000 workers enAbout one mile north of here, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Erwin's mis- ference title, they are almost Sure recorded in the gospels and just
"The Sanctity of Marriage" will
business are provided by prelimin- gaged in mirror production. Bethe beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs. fortune, their home's being de- to be at. the head cf the Confer- in the order in' which He com- be the topic Sunday night.
ary statistics of the Bureau of fore fhe days of mass production,
Tom •Erwin, who lived at the late stroyed- by fire Saturday morning: ence when' the season ends. Sat- mands that it be given.
We always 4eicome visitors to
Labor Statistics. The number of and in fact less than a Century ago
The preacher leader, Brother our services.
strikes in progress during Decem- before the silvering process was Bud Erwin residence, went down They were not at home: The neigh- urday night they defeated Central
'C. L,' Francis, Minister
High of Clinton 38-19. Central is Gillespie, is one of the loreitiost
ber was 10 per cent lower than developed. mirror,* were a luxury. in flames Satusday morning with bors saved but a few things.
BEST EQUIPPED SHOE SHOP
November, the number of workers In the last five years. sales of much of Its contents. Mr. Ertvin
Mrs:" George Shrader and son, considered' one- of -the; -best teams of the young Baptist preachers of
In Murray to give you Barge VIIIin
had
the
driven
to
a
conference.
neighbor's on an Gene, returned home from Padu,involved was 13 per cent lower polished plate gkass mirors have
the South. He was heard here in
ea-Soling. It's the Modern Re-and the mimber of:sidle man-days more than doublid. Mirror then errand, and Mrs. Erwin and son, cah Friday where Gene had a
4
_
the First Baptist church some time
Soling Method — No Nails, No
due to strikes declined 8 per cent. give two main reasons. First. Warren._ had.....E.413e. on _a hurried
ago by a large and very appreStitches, No Sign of Repair.
head. He
imultaneously the roles of gain- American architecture has been fol- trip to Hazel, leaving only Miss
The•Shakertown, Pike homerriak: ciative congregatiOn 'of people:- Who
Impressing slowly.
BRING YOUR WORN SHOES
fully employed workers increased luwing ...the Earepean motif
fac- July Gunter, sister of Mrs. Erwin,
era club in Boyle county gave canre-Agree • Teo,-*
-Mr.
and
Mrs-Teinv-asangston-and
by 200,000 during the month. The ing walls with mirrors. Secondly, it home .when'the root caught fire
d, anxious hearts.1
That Shoe Repair MarRee- Have
Mr. and Mrs. Manton Underwood ned fruit to the Neighborhood turn trip with
•
fly - ins Ow jailor .poacia iaintment, weitieti are tietOrrang more "ap- from a nue. Neighbors rushed
linvEnsm,
House _recently
i•This. fine prPn/41Pr and
1804 telPFULchanzei___71 _
however, night well be the cur- pearance conscious". The latest help but the fire was no respecter and son,' 'Joe'Donald, spent Sattirrent squabble in the CIO automo- vogue in mirrors reported by de- of persons and helpers were driven day and Sunday with Mr. and
bile union, about which the citi- partment stores, glaziers, hard- from the house by smoke and Mrs. George Shrodef.
zenry of Capitol Hill afe keeising ware and furniture stores is tinted names Some of the bedding and
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie irvin and
their fingera croeaed.
glass, including peach, blue, green, furniture were saved but little son, Charles Hugh, still remain ors
and gold designed to blend with clothing. However, the meat from the sick list
0. G. Shroader of Paducah spent
HEARTHSTONE TAXES—Back calor schemes in the home.
their smokehouse was saved. There
in 1670, or thereabouts, Charles H
was only a small insurance and a few days last week with his
HEADLINES IN NEW YORK— the loss was quite
atiaer, Lon Shroader.
levied an over-burdening tax on
heavy. Mr. ErMrs. Aubra Shrader spent Thurshearthstones and stsves, as the re- Farmers received $7,631,809.000 for win had lately made improvements
day with Mr. and Mrs. Charlie,
-suit of which droves of peasants their products in 1938. an 11 per in his home.
5,106,109
found long 'winter nights almost cent drop from 1937
Another recent fire was the burn- Irvin,
$178,goffi"valued
at
of
ounces
line
unbearable. In the warmth and
Pink Myers was Wednesday dining of Quitrrian Walker's smokecomfort of his hot-tie, the average 713,815 were produced in the U. S. house of the Green Plain
school ner guest in the home of Mr. and
.444.
.
increase
cent
a
6
per
last
year,
American citizen reading about
reports vicinity. As it was near midnight Mrs. Torn Langston; ,
these hearthstone taxes may smile Looking over the earnings
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Marshall Thompwhen the flames were discovered
to himself, thinking how' far civil- —higher: Safeway Stores, Hecker
Pump, G. only a few pieces of meat were son of Puryear _spent, Sunday with
.
izatiou has progressed. A study rea Products; lower: Wayne
-\\saved and Mr. Walker and others Mr. and hfra -Lon Shrader.
//
cently made by the National Con- R.. Kinney .. Lumber output up
Mrs. Erwin Cochrum is on the
America
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a
hard
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.
task
to
save
their
cent
in
per
11
May we humbly express our APPRECIATION to you for your continued patronage during theA past four
sumers Tax Commission: with
sick list.
of pretty home from the. flames.
headquarters in Chicago, will prob- consumed 327,387.000 pounds
years whi"ch hhs ,,enabled us to grow into one'of the bet and largest dry-cleaning and la.unart
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Myers have
313,a
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Jackson
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previous
their
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home
1936,
in
Hoppounds
in
Grove had the appearance of a
NCTC 623,000
somewhat.
complacency
Moving up in young river Sunday afternoon. -It kinsville after spending a few days
found a modern counterpart in the record year . . .
world—Joseph
W.
with his parents,' Mr. and, Mrs.
tho , business
We realize that to continue to serve you in future years we must keep up SUPERIOR LAUNDRY and
is a west fork of Clarks river.
Prazer, former Chrysler exetutive,
DRY CLEANING WORK,-and -this we PLEDGE TO GIVE YD11..-QUALITT•5_01A MOTTO,and-WE -A-Mr. and Mrs; CharIeS Irving arid Galen Myers.
Willys-Overbecomes president of
Homer Farris wa.s in Hazel Setson, James Hugh, are improving
INTEND TO KEEP A STEP AHEAD.
land Motors and B. A. Gray is from flu.
urady.
named president of International
Mrs. P. M. -Shrader is visiting
Mrs. Irving Cochran, who: has
Your Order No Matter How-Large or Small Will Always Receive Personal Attention
Shoe.
pneumonia is reported to be very a few days with stiss_narisaSs;' Mr.
Fire, Windstorm, Auto Liaand
Mrs.
Z.
T.
Bradshaw,
of Paris.
sick this Monday morning.
bility, Compensation, Milstead James of PircTucah spent
Mr. and Mrs. Cochran and daughHealth and
ter, Miss Clessie, lately moved to the week-end with his parents. Mr
Accident
one of the Mat Paschall houses and Mrs. Galen James.
don't
children
school
guess
the
I„Lewis Cosby, was in Hazel Saturnear state line. :
school
their
know what to do since
y ea-.-inisiness.
Miss Opal Erwin,' Bettie S
ena;
r THOMAS BANKS, Owner
has closed. Macedonia school closed
Miss Inez Shrader is spending
Milstead and Talmage Jones and
Friday' and all the children told
a
few
days
in
Paducah-- v.
Mrs. Ross Paschall are suffering
WE WRITE BONDS
_ their-tearber "bye." We're
from severe coTda.-ATso many oth; relatives:159--Allurray,
Ky.
Phone
.- aft .tallilckforBert Milstead were
teacher next year. Everyone likes
- Ellis Hyes, who -last week miss- Wednesday night guests of Llibern
an-excellent
taugl3t-her fine. -She
Paschall and family.ed school On account of illness
school.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hill enMr. and Mrs. Aylon McClure improved.
tertained a number of friends
Junior
Boyd
of
near
Beech
of
Mr.
were Tuesday night guests
Wednesday evening with a candy
and Mrs. Jess Dick, of Macedonia. Grove Presbyterian church last breaking at their
home west of
weekvisited
_his
brother,
Dennis
Mts. Theta. Wachtel of Murray
Hazel.
was a Sunday dinner guest of her Boyd; and family._
Dave Myers transacted busines's
On Saturday - Dave Paschall of
daughter, Mrs. Noah Maynard, and
Puryear enroute to -see his ,step- in Puryear Wednesdays,
family of Cedar Knob.
Mrs,and Mrs. Albert Galimore
We all feel lost since John Wil- mother, Mrs. Katie Pasdhath who visited in the lime
Of their uncle,
lives
at
the
home
of
Vic
Brown
Brent,
and
Speight
liams, Eva Mae.
L. A. Farris, endless-n-1y last week.
Miller,
was
greeting
old
friends
of
-Williams have gone to join their
Elder Jolley delivered a splendid
father, Dewey Williams, in Detroit, the community at the Tom Erwin
mon at llatiodosk-M the-Methbut I hope they will like and fire. An aged 'Mr. Lassiter,
.
_
Qt Mrs. Paschall, whose ill- odist church at Hazel Saturday
have ---an'-enjoyable -time.
during the first quarterly conferSomeone recently defined democraciras being "liberty
Mr. and- -Mrs. -Bill Simmons and ness of pneumonia is •oonsidered
ence, At the noon- hour, a delicious
and groceries"—and the more you think about it the
son Brooks, and Mrs. Lindy Sim- critical, accompanied Mr. Paschall.
dinner was served.
hlatenfira-N4ere'ThdaY
tins Of
trues- it becomes.
Mrs.
Beulah
Farrig
was Thursday
•
night and Saturday visitors of Mr. And se much sickness, especially
dinner guest of her sister, Mrs.
colds,
there
was
not
at
so
many
Broken- auto glass win- and Mrs. Hutson of Paris.
Denie Orr.
Thus is the farmer, the producer of our food, one of the•
church.
dows a r e dangers! , Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Osborn Riley Gueter,„__and ,daughters, Mr. and Mrs. Houston Webb have
greatest bulwarks of our great democracy. The Bank of
Bobbie D., of Cherry are
and
son,
They cause 4r4fts and spending a few daya- with Mr. and Misses Shea and Ruth, of Paducah moved from this route to the NorMurray works hand in hand with him as well as banks
may result in injury due Mrs. Elmns Mitchell of Macedonia: came Sunday, to see their sister. man Bogard farm near Green Plain
all over the land, helping him to produce and market
chufch, formerly known as the.Don
to excassive wind preshis products so that we might go on living in a free and
Callers of Mr. and Mrs. Clay Mc- Miss July Gunter and Mrs. Erwin,
sure and vibraUon. Don't Clure Saturday night were Mr. and Mr. Erwin and , Warren, • whose Nix farrn. .
prosperous country.
Hive, the win- Mrs. Jess Dick and son, Herbert, home was destroyed Saturday by
'delay .
dows in your car repaired Pete Wisehart of Macedonia, and fire.
Following are the number of
Arlie Chrismars of Freeland.
plants required to set an acre at
at once!
IN MEMORY OF
various distances: 3 by 3 feet, 4.849:
- Mrs. Sallie Burton is spenqing
-Wholesale and Retail
MRS. NORA MANNING
6 by
fe'et, 1,214); 7 by 7 feet. 888;
the week. with her sister, Mrs. Lue
Nationally Advertised
20 by 20 feet,, 108; 25 by 25 feet.
Housden, and Mr. and Mrs. Cleve
Three years ago today_ January
Parts, Accessories, Re89: 30 Jay 30 feet, 48: 35 by .35
Lax of Macedonia.
25, the, death angel visited our
pairs for All Cars
feet, 33: and 40 by 40 feet. 27
Miss holly Mae Maynard, Cedar home aad took our dear mother.
Knob,
was
aSundby
caller
Of
Miss
Big Enough To Take Care of You—Small Enough To Be_ Aware of You
"lb
the
sweetly
sleepgraveyard
IN
NOW
COME
NOTICE OX DISSOLUTION
Whim Lax of Macedonia.
ing,
'Those who are on the sick list Where the flowers gently waVe,
KNOW ALL MEN BY
this week are Mrs. Jess Simmons, Lies oar. very dearest smother in THESE PRESENTS:Janice and
tiei-rinely silent grave.
-Lee Hart, all
The_ owners of- more than twoof Macedonia.
'thirds of the dapitai stock of The
"No one knows how We miss you. New Concord Milling' Company, or
C. T. RUSHING, Prop.
No one here can feel our pains, their
authorized
representative,
Marion
county
farmers
trying
Yet the Lord says: 'Seek and find having consented in writing to the
West Side Square
hybrid- torn report 5 to 25 per
me:
dissolution of' the Company; and
Phone 88
cent inereise in yields over corn- And be united there again.'
the Board "...of Directors, by resolu• mon varien a
tion ado.pted thereto, having aathor"Sleep on .in _peace, oh, darling lzW and directesi,...the dis.sblation,
9
k
_mother.
the- Amps-necessary to- -Su
Year earthly toils are through.
dissolution are declar41 to have
Gqide, giard and direct our foot- been _taken, and the Socretaryssf
rolet
•1936 Master DeLuxe
steps there.t.
'
• the State of Kentucky is hereby
eciAlrand
FoOrdoor
•1934 V•8 Coach
So we may live with you"
authorized and litrected to cancel
the
•1929 Buick P mily,
Written by loved ones.
the charter and name of this corpCondition
These Cars Are Clean and
oration.
'
Under
- Done at Murry, Kentucky. this
• Mrs. 011
WE DO ALL
January 10. 1939. by order of the
t, Tax.,
MECHANICAL K
stockholders and . the Board of
h several y
Direcfors.
e is survived
Witnen 'the hand of the Presi-A. B. Rozell
dent of the Company, this 10th.4itEss
both of Full hone 492
Murray, Ky.
,1 January 1939.
.
AT AU. DRUO STORES-60f
D C SMITH, Pres.
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The' new semester started off
January 3.0, with several changes
in courses. Among these are the
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-4 10-the Commercial Department, and
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slier Chalks nfi 34 and 24 CALLOWAY WOMAN
nits in Two Murray Wins
,Coptinued from Page One)

Irishman. .s the time for me to
e that brute Without the know _
Tech for him to get the ball.
ledge of its owner the Irishman
Nevertheless, Washer was ti the
Here Tonight; Go To
caught Old Jim. saddled hint and
sole luminary in that ball ,game.
estern Saturday
mounted his back. No sooner did
Islirlt flashy _forward_ fora Union,
he hit the saddle than the big
''s Thorcaighbretlaf . felled would have been high-seorer In horse gave
mighty .plunge and
most
ball
games
as 'he burned the hurald
r We' T nnessee /State of
the Irshman through the
emphaa h.
rieti f;ar 18 Points. McKeel and
SZi1 UrOar night. 66air and against the earth dead.
.'1,duplicating the btraiildering SA- Copelaod. starting forwards for
Later when Bolen had been capY'
fensive power they .rifiowed 'when Murray. scored 11 and-9 points, and
tured and taken to Johnson's Isthey pounded ouef UT1I011
Wilson,.who replaced Walter Mur- land a band
of Confederate soldiers
versify. 75-37.
ray at guarccin the last half played saw
some Federals pass leading
As in the
iOn gain0- When lie
Thrllliant game to ring up 13 Old Jim.
"Bolen's dead." one of
-scored 34 points for a new local
-the Confederates said. "Yes," agreed
lc-cord, big Ned Washer lighted
Gene Bland the only one of another. "else those
fellows would
the' iga„,:V for the Thoraughbreds; laturray's..;,players
failing to score not have Old Jim." They learned
scoring- 24 points to celebrate his was
)every but as defendlipy bril- later that Bolen was not dead
but
20th birthday before he made way
liant as was the dazzling Washer had been taken prisoner and his
• for a 'substitute th the hitt half.
on...,/m,saffense.
hark taken back to the eneney
Carmel and McKetst-`• Murray
Union scored fiat on a long shot lines What became of Old Jim
forwards.. JalaYed fine game& acby
laavis,
but Washer tallied with was never known.
.egiunting for 13 points each. Mats
- -thew.- substitute center for MeM- a wheel shot a-moment later. The. "Granny" likes to talk about
phis. was bcTor his learn with 12 Score at the half was 27-18 in favor the good old days when she was a
of the Racehorses.' wsth Washe..r
pante._
'
in Kenroelty, The sta
counters dot- known,then for its beauliful
---- The Thoreughbreds Start
off C' r
girls
in brilliant form.
,leading 19C2 after ing the first frame.
and, fast horse.s.---She says when
Four
ldurray's_fiist.
'of
ten
men.
five mintites of play. The score
she wa.a.-tr' girl she spent many
Hurley. Carneat Br ow n. and
'was 32-12 at the half.
.
hours playing with Negro
Wright
were not in the lineup.,
During the last ten mirttites. the
children.
In a preliminary game, Murray's
'Tennesseans increasecy their aeore
brilliant fresh
' Aatattermillt Facials
team' led by
•
Gene .11and, all-SIAA guard. had Dory:
'
Red"--Culp who
She
also-tells about some of the
been replac'ed by a subsititute:
a speittacular game over.
Racer& Were still
came Union's -frishmen by a- score beauty secrets the young women
of her day employe& -One of the
of 33_26
the services of thr`
cloef.substance4,Used -to preserve
terr men. H
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! amt.:NC;score,at the -half .was 24
chell.
ere ill with(
'lk";
Ill-favor of the ,freshmen and with that" schoolgirl comialexion
buttermilk. • She rec
Murray's seventh viCtOra.• 10 minutes • to go. the baby
It
she
Thpwould go to
a Saturday
hine games and their sixth- 111.Nli roughbreds .led 29-9.
With second
TOW.
night WI
girl friend and when
• -add third stringers filling the cotirt I
As.'Washer left'the vane':latein
came a Negro maid would
tor Murray. Union raPidly narthe final frame: the crowd 'Stood
ring to the bedroom a bowl of
rowed the margin. Culp
and chaered as he walked off, the- sour buttermilk- and the white
points
for
Mu
•
floor.
would_ bathe _their...lama_ in
The "Thoroughbreds meet Tenit- and then retire. She 'said this
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Union If`
nessee Tech, a team they have
•
was So get "all prettied' up'fcir
opeland 9
F
ey
once beaten, here tonight
ithe young men they, were to have
McKeel 11
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Saturday night tilt
dates with the nexf day. She used
Mansfield 3
Green for a• ret
game with Wes- Washer ..34
cosmetics, but not on so large a
terns Hi
Western won Bland'
Davis 5
scale as present day girls. From
January
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,
a
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2
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Francis '4
what she says the weaker sex'
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score
,
: Murray: Story 4..
ways thought a lot about their I
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a-Training
1 Colts won their WilsOn. Youni.__ Vestal Officials: charm and has endeavored to preserve them. In regard to problems
thir
erence gamey of the sea- Austin and--fieWeese. • of dress. "Granny" said that the
son against nO defeats as . they
- tipped Central High of
-Despite last week's games in girls of a century ago wore a few
26-19.
which they showed the greatest more clothes than modern girls.
- --The line-up:
oftensiee strength since Willard They were cut somewhat differMarrey Si
W. Ten* St Bagwell's day. the Murray Thor- ent, too, and were Made of niaCarneal 13
Strotape 2 oughbreds loeked forward tirith terials unlike those of today.
McKeel 1.3
"Granny" recalls the early day
F •• - aufliWV S feee.....orry toward this week's conWasher 24 ' C
Ms/theses 12 tests' 'with Tennessee Tech r and method of picture making which
Bland'
'
G
- Zarectir 2 Western.
certainly would give the mqdern
Murray 4
G
'Long 7
The Racers meet Tenhestee Tech '-candid eamerman a chuckle. She
Substitutes: Murray-Wilson 6. here .tonight and go to Western ,remembers an era when picture
Copeland 4. Story' 2. Wallis, West Saturday night hors return match making machines were out of
the
Yennessee - Cherry.. Schwiniger, with, the ItilltoppeIrs..
question and when 'a person had
Jackson I.' conlee 2. •
Notwithstanding., markedly in- a likeness made it was by "sitting
Officials - Acres Austin. - and creased scoring strengtki. the Thor- she -brought some painted
picture
,
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ara --0114.-M41.241-'50
,
--40.
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'hope to placed. She also has two more steps
In ohe of the most astounding keep the kore, reasonably elope.
in early photography to • tell the
individual performances ever seesi
"It's'a tit* too much to hope."
youngsters about-one the tin-type
on a Murray State College bas- Coach Carlisle Cutchin said. "for
and the other the glass picture.
ketball court. Ned Washer,' sopho- a bunCh of sophomores to beat a
Unlike many people who have
more center from Kirksey. scored bunch c f good seniors like Westpassed the 'Century mark, "Granny"
34 points.to set a new local scor- erns team".
does not appear to be so old. She
ing record and lead his team to " While Murray 'slid' took good
is rather spry and gets about with
against
Union
and
West
Tennessee.
a brilliant 75-37 victory over Unien
Coach Ctitchin was careful, to em- eaee. She goes to town several
University- of Ji.ck
tunes a year and does not neecrher
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Bagwell scored 33 points.
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with a cold.
Dressing only nine. smell-the
Jo
Miller's -freshmen will . op-- might be expected of one her age_
smartest squad with which he
posetbe4-.Tunior Hilitoppers Satur- In fact 'she impresses one as a
ever entered a ball game-Coach*
day afternoon at 4 o'clock in a person
how, enjoying the
Carlisle Cutahin was - minuS, the preioni
The. - game
here present. She tells about an inci-1
'services of two of his regalia} start- Thursday 'Mzht-With
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out because of Personal and family
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)(hisser faim .boy sent the ball and friend:s for the kind and faitio
told 'there is an old- W;man, a
through the Wickets. There was. ful service given 'us during the
-woman' more than 100 years bld.1
'no steititaing Waslaer...._ Time _apd.1 eickness and death .ol_our beloved
v-004-illetss,and I would like to c
again The -Tritr;Stightittlrace came husband. aiicT-TgliargrienrTNe
rjee,her."
out Of a-swarm of players to _..,i i_,,-,,
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.
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•
continued,- the
young
and
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iejI- ,woman sere never seen a person
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-_,i that Old and
would like to see
-4,'.',.,her-Tnight break the 30-point ; words tlyt meant so lied' to us. i sm,.
--mark. the crowdsto
-iand roared
_ Mrs. +-IL Moore/And Children.
-Granny" led the visitor into the
• house and- sat down on the side
of the bed and smiled at the younger woman.
Somewhat disturbed and perhaps .4 bit embarrased, the young
woman repeated her statement that
she carne to see this aged person
who was more than 100.• "Well,
just look around," "Granny" told
/10
her.
\4'
4
"Y o u-y o u."
stammered
the
TENNESSEE
younger one. "you are not the one
are y" "Yes," replied "Granny"
7".NoPii -ome'creeiperts
witt her famous smile '
or cry-47•..
'rive to be
"Granny" is Irish and like many
Every travel eQert
proud -o-f-It: Mary
tell ?au thole!Pkmphis
Todd. wife 'zit- Abraham 'Lincol
cffers rarer hotel hxre
was a cousin ,o! -Granny."
er
than the Vstt
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The Varsity is your community theatre
and the admission for that performance only
to enjay, and it is our pleasure to be able to give
will be 33c to all, which includes the State
this institution of amusement to the citizens of
Amusement Tax. Second Complete show Thurs.
Murray .and the adjoining territory for their
day_night at 10 P.M. at prices named below.
s
,pleasure and enjoyment. We assure You that
Effective with the second show Thursday
only the finest, the most diversified programs
night at 1O:00 o'clOck and thereafter the schedwill be offerediOr your entertainment.
ule of priceg
at the Varsity Theatre,,will be:
,
We hope you witmake it a habit to attend
,the Varsity Theatre regularly where you -canenjoy all of the Biggest Picture Hits perfectly
CHILDREN—Always
reproduced and proiected with the'--Best EAuipADULTSment-Possible for us to plirchase.
Remember, We Want This to be YOCR
MATINEES—Except Sundays, Hplidys
Theatre and yvith this community's support, we
Balcony
16c _
will endeav6r to make it the finest and Most
Lower
Floor
27c
Popular theatre in this section of the State!
The Latest and Most Comfortable form of
NIGHTS—Sundays a9d-Holidays
upholsisred Spring-edge cushion seats and the
Balcony
27c,
latest RCA High Fidelity sound_equipmenthavg__,
,
33c
been installed; the theatre will be carpeted with
--'
(Tax
Included)
the-finest Caipet, and the new Air-Conditioning
system which will provide' our patrons with
Pure, Fresh, Clean Air warmed in the winterTickets for the Opening Performance at
time and cooled in the summertime has been
e Varsity Theatre on Thursday *Night, February 9, at 7:30 p. m., will be on sale at the Capiinstalled, thus protecting your health,and assurtol Theatre box office starting today. If you ining you of Perfect Comfort throughout the years.
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we would suggest you buy your tickets
.the Benefit and Enjoyment of the Theatre-Goers
now
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of Murray and the Counties Nearby.
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of
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•.
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behalf are not in-Yam.
The Engagement orKENTUCKY", howKEEP THIS IN MIND—Nowhere in
ever,
will continue through Friday, February
this Neighborhood Can You Enjoy Better Ser10,
at
Regular
Varsity Prices.
vice, Greater Programs, More Comfort Than
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Right Here at Home.
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and
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starting, Saturday, February
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11
and
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with
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.a
feature picture, short
Splendid Production"KNTUCK Y", It, large
subjects and -the' conttnuation of the serial,
Portion of Which was Made Right Here in Our
"SCOUTS TO THE RESCUE," qt prices'
Native State, and Which Features Loretta
which include the balcony arid lower floor, of:
Young, Richard
and a Notable'Cast of
Film Players. For the Openirtic Performance
CHILDREN ., ,.
10c
'on Thursday Night, February 9, at 7:30, tickets
ADULTS
16c
will be sold only for"the capacity of the theatre
,(Including tax)
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The Finest and Most Comfortable Amusement Center in Westerti K- entucky
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